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T Virus Induced Tumours of the Fowl and other

Animals.

( e) Sarcomas of the Fowl

Ever since Rous in 1911 demonstrated that

the spontaneous chicken sarcoma which he had

described the year previously (Rous, 1910) was

transmissible by cell free extracts, the

spontaneous tumours of the fowl have been the

subject of intensive researoh on the problem of

cancer, The justification for this lies in

the fact that fowl tumours resemble in many

ways the spontaneous neoplasms which are one of

the main causes of sickness and premature death

in man. Over the years it has become apparent

that domestic chickens ere susceptible to many

different types of cancer, sarcomas being the

most common, although carcinoma of the ovsry is

very frequently encountered. Epitheliomas end

dysgerminomas also occur. Foulds (1134) has

gathered together details of many fowl tumours

in a review which may be referred to for fur¬

ther information.

Although caro* nomas of the fowl have not

so far been successfully transplanted for more
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than a few generations the spontaneous sar¬

comas lend themeelves more eeally to such treat¬

ment, If a spontaneous sarcoma can be trans¬

planted it con then frequently be transmitted

by cell-free extracts and is termed "filter¬

able" since the infective agent will pass

through filters which hold back cells or

bacteria. Foulds (1934) again may be referred

to for a detailed list of filterable sarcomas

of the fowl. The most common in use at the

present time in laboratories all over the world

are the Hons No. 1 fibromyxoearooms, the

Fu.jineml myxosarcoma, (Fujtmrai and Inomoto

1911f 1914) and the KHg endothelioma (Begg
1927). Others hi ve been studied extensively

but are not in such wide use se these. Al¬

though some of the sarcomas resemble each other

histologically, it has been possible to differ¬

entiate between their causative virises by

various methods. The sarcoma group of tumours

are dealt with more comprehensively in a later

section.

(b) The "ronrmlssible leucoses.

Another very important group of vir-s
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induced spontaneous neoplasms of the fowl are

the leucoses. There are two main types,

namely erythroblastosis and lymphomatosis,

the former can be again divided into erythro¬

blastic leukaemias, haemocytoblsatic erythro-

leukaemias, erythromyeloblestic leukaemias and

pure myeloid leukaemias according to the type

of abnormal cells predominating in the blood

picture. Lymphomatosis occurs as four main

types - visceral, ocular, ne iral and skeletal.

These diseases, together with the sarcoma group

const■'tut© one of the greatest hazards to the

poultry ket er, causing enormous losses in the

U.S.A., Britain and many other countries.

As the transmissible leucoses do not enter

directly into the experiments reported here

they will be discussed only briefly. They

have been shown to have associated with them

a virus which is active in extreme dilution

(lCT6 ml. plasma - Furth 1932) and of a size

comparable to that of the sarcoma viruses

(60-100 mju - Beard et el 1950). It is,
however, more resistant to oxidation than the

sorcome agents, retaining its activity for 15

days or more at 37°0. while the sarcoma

viruses are usually destroyed rapidly at this



temperature. Both group© of infective agent

are very resistant to cold, freeze drying and

storage In glycerol.

^here is, at present, a controversy among

workers in this field as to the advisability

of grouping all the spontaneous cancers of fowl

under the heading sarooms-leukaemia-lyraphomato-

sis complex. There is certainly suggestive

evidence for linking the sarcoma:s and leukaemias

in that the organs or blood from le ikaemic fowl

preserved for some t'me in glycerol give rise

to sarcomas of various types. "Evidence of the

action of the vir s on epithelial cells has

also been obtained by the appear-nee of small

proliferations adjacent to the sarcomas.

Metastases show a. diversity of morphology

including fibrosarcoma of the kidney,

endothelioma of the pericardial serosa,

reticulosarcoma of the bone marrow and myo¬

sarcoma of the intestine (Oberling and Su^rin
1933)* Oberling (1937) has described fibro¬

blastic end histiocytic granulomas following

intradermal inoculation of leukaemia virus.

This sarcoma!orenio action of leukaemia virus
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has elso been observed by Bathe-Mayer end

Fngelbreth-Holme (1933), Storti end Zaiotter

(193t) end others. The phenomenon seems fairly

well established, therefore, as far as the

leukaemia-sarcoma change is concerned.

The case for the inclusion of lymphoma tosis

in the group is more uncertain and rests on two

main points. First, the ability of the Sous

sarcoma virus to change its affinity to bone

and nervous tissue following its passage through

ducks (Duran-Feynals 1940, 1944 and 1947).

Secondly, there is evidence that the resistance

to artificial infection by "Rous sarcoma, is

obtained only at the expense of en increased

deathre.te due to lymphomatosis, ( Greenwood &

Carr 1951)* The evidence is certainly sugges¬

tive although the agents of fowl paralysis

(lymphomatosis) and osteopetrosis have been

shown to exhibit properties such as laok of

transmission by contact and seasonal fluctuation

which should set them apart from the others in

the group (Burmester and Gentry ln54, Campbell

1954). The arguments still go on, therefore,
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be needed to clear the point up,

( c) Virus Induced Tumours* of Other Animals

It is obvious, at any rate, that three of

the main types of human cancer, namely sarcomas,

leukaemias and lymphoid tumours ©re well

represented in the domestic fowl end each of

them is associated with a causative virus in

these birds. The presence of viruses causing

cancer in man has not been proved and would,

in any case, be most difficult to show, but

there are mammals which do s iccumb to tumours

which have proved causative infectious agents.

They are the Shope papilloma in rabbits (Shope

1933)f © buccal papilloma of dogs, cutaneous

papilloma© in the horse (Gadeac 1901), cat

{Creech 1929) and rat (Roussy, Guerin and

Guerin 1945) and the well known mammary tumour

virus of mice (Bittner 1936).

Another interesting group of virus

associated tumours ere to be found in cold

blooded animals. The leopard frog (Rana

pipens) sometimes grows a kidney tumour which

will cause similar tumours to arise in trans-
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destroyed by cold, dessiostion or storage In

glycerol (Lucke 1934s, 1934b). By maintaining

serial grafts In the anterior chamber of the

eye, the invasiveness of the tumour osn be

increased to the point where 100? takes end

metastases are obtained ( Schlumberger and

Lucke 1949). Furthermore, successf.il trans¬

plants may be made into toads and other species

of frogs. By passing the virus through young

salamanders is affinity can be changed to

skeletal tissue end the iris (Rose & Rose 195?)

This suggests geneties1 "crossing over" or

recombination with cellular constituents to

produce new forms of virus and the similarity

to the work with bacteriophage end influenza

viruses es well as Rous sarcoma is striking.

Finally a transmissible lymphocytic

disease of pike and perch may be mentioned.

It is characterized by a nodular or flat

fibroblastic tumour in which the fibroblasts

are transformed into giant lymphocystic cells,

"'eiseenberg (1951) showed that the agent could

pass through a Chamberlend 15 filter.
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Virus Induced cancer, therefore, Is not the

rare and specialized disease that it was origin¬

ally thought to be. Its representatives have

appeared so far in 4 of the great classes of

snimls, namely, fish, amphibanR, birds and

mammals. As time goes on end further work is

done, it is most likely that still more examples

will be uncovered. In view of the recent end

exciting experiments on the nature of virus

growth and multiplication of a variety of types

it seems important to try to bring the tumour

viruses into the pattern. So far, very little

work of b quantitative nature has been done with

these agents end the filterable sarcomas of the

fowl offer an admirable opportunity for such

experiments.
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II Review of The Filterable and Chemically Induced

&TOO;T!f!B of Fowl.

?he experimental work in this thesis Is

concerned with the properties of v* rue end

chemically induced sarcomas. It was thought,

advisable, therefore, to review the known facts

of these tumours before presenting the experi¬

mental work. Most of the data accumulated

represent work done on the Sous sarcoma Mo. 1

which typifies the virus group but many of the

observations have been extended to such neoplasm

as the Fujinemi myxosarcoma and the Mill Hill 2

endothelioma•

(a) Growth Characteristics

Following the Inoculation of a graft or

cell suspension into the muscles of the host

bird there is a letent period of about 8 days.

After this the tumour usually develops rapidly,

reaching enormous size, infiltrating the

surrounding tissue and metastasizing until the

death of the bird 4-8 weeks after the initial

inoculation. Hous sarcoma No. 1 and tumours

of this type such as Fujirami's myxosarcoma

usually grow by infiltration, invasion and
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replacement of the surrounding tissue ('Rous ft

Lenge 1913)• Sudden rapid increases in else

ere often associated with the formation of

large amounts of mucous fluid and can cause

confusion in estimating the true extent of the
i

tumour.

Tumours grown from filtrates usually apoear

a few days later than those grown from cells,

probably because of the need for time to trans¬

form the birds normal cells into malignant ones I

and the presence of fewer tumour cells from

which growth may start, Rous (1911) reported

the slower growth rate of a. virus induced
> . .

tumour over one started from cells, but such e

difference, if any, is slight.

A rapidly growing virus tumour, like any

malignant growth, produces metastases in the

organs of the host. Foulds (1°34) lists the

frequency of mete stasis of s number of filter¬

able tumours, the most frequent sites being the

heart, lungs, liver, spleen or pancreas. Such

secondaries are almost always histologically

identical with the primary growth.

- Demonstra I ions of"virus in the blo d of
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tumour bearing birds have been many (Burger

1214, Pentimalli 1916, Lewis end Andervont 1926,
Prankel 1227 and Ragnotti 1229) but it is not

considered likely that this virus plays any part

in secondary formation. Rous (1911) observed

penetration of the blood vessels by the primary

tumour and Rous, Murphy and Tytler (1912)

observed the survival and growth in the lungs of

intravenously inoculated tumour cells. Further¬

more, Murrey and Begg (1930) concluded that

secondary MH0 growths arose from cellular emboli

and never observed the transformation of normal

organ tissues into malignant ones. In any case,

for the virus to produce secondaries it would

require a renewal of the injury stimulus

necessary for infection.

(b) Histogenesis

30th the techniques of tissue culture and

studies of initial changes in vivo have helped

elucidate the histogenesis of the vir is induced

sarcomas. Two types of cells grown fro® Rous

sarcoma in tissue culture were isolated by

Carrel (1924a, 1924b, 1924c). They were

fibroblasts and monocytes and both types would
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give rise to tumours, fibroblasts if less than s

week old and monocytes after 14-33 days culti¬

vation. Further, by adding Rous filtrate or

desiccate to pure cultures of blood macrophages,

Carrel observed morphological changes in the

cells. He concluded that the macrophage was

transformed into © sarcoma cell by the virus.

Other workers though+ that the monocytes

changed into fibroblasts (Fischer 1°24) or that

both macrophages and fibroblasts carried the

virus (Bor^el 1926), Using vital staining

techniques Poulds (1932) showed that tumour cell

whether round or spindle shaped, stained

differently from normal cells and Ludford (1932)

pointed out that Carrel's malignant cells

stained identically with normal macrophages.

Haddow, on the other hand (1933) using trypan

blue staining in chickens found that the

histiocytes were the initially infected cells.

These, he said later changed into hlstioblasts

end fibroblasts.

Haddow's observations found confirmetion in

the work of Irwin, Cairns and Banting (1934)
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who enclosed pieces of Rous sarcoma In peritoneal

sacs and grafted them into the subcutaneous

pectoral region# These authors el so believed

that the later appearing fibroblasts were

developed from the infiltrating histiocytes end

by the 3rd day the fibroblastic region was

indistinguishable from Hous sarcoma tissue.

Mauer (1938) and T.evine (1939) also noticed the

accumulation of histiocytes and macrophages 18-

48 hours after the inoculation of Hour virus and

their subsequent transformation into fibroblasts.

From the foregoing review the conclusion

may be drawn that Rous sarcoma is a tumour of the

hiotio-monocytic mesenchyme with a predornine ting

development of fibroblasts. The occurence of

round and spindle forms in admixture does not

appear to be due to different cell types but is

probably a result of the cells reactions to a

solid or a liquid medium (Tol janskl end Tenenbauat

1941).

( c) Preps raon a nd Puri fie tion of the

Infective agents

Rous (1911) first demonstrated cell free

transmission of his fowytumour no. 1 by
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inoculation of the filtrate after passing through

a Berkefeld candle. Since then, many different

methods of purification have been tried, both

chemical and physical.

In general, either filtration or oentri-

fugation or both ere used nowadays in preparing

the infective agent. Some workers still prefer

to use the classical Berkefeld filtration method

rather than the centrifuge, although Gye (1925)

showed that the virus could be deposited, at

least partially, after centrifuging at 9000

r.p.m. for 40-60 mins. Ledinghen & Gye (1935)

found approximately half of the tumour inciting

agent was deposited by 30 minutes centrifugetion

at 14,000-15,000 r.p.ra., while Mcintosh (1935)

deposited ell the agen4 in 20-60 tnins. at

40,000-60,000 r.p.m. These results were con-

fivmed and extended by Amies (193?) who could

remove all the tumour inducing agent in 1 hour

at 20,000 r.p.m. in an air driven centrifuge.

Since then, centrifugetion has been widely used

es e met.h d of preparing tumour virus and

recently Carr St Harris (1951) have refined the

technique; This method has been used
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exoluslvely in the experiments to be described in

this thesis.

One of the difficult steps in Isolating the

agent i© the first deposition of agent from the

viscous extract. The high viscosity is die to

a sucoprotein. Pollard (1939) and Amies end Carr

(1939) precipitated the agent by adjusting the

pH to 5«0-5.5 The suooprotein was deposited,

taking the ©gent with it. Cryptic digestion

then broke up the complex ©nd further purification

was accomplished by fractional centrlfug©tion.

By far the easiest method of dealing with the

mucoprotetn, however, is to incubate the initial

extract for half an hour with hyaluronidaee.

Sturm & Duran-Heyna1s (1932) end She rain & Sproul

(1942) used this method and shoved that it had no

harmful effect on the activity of the agent.

Crude extracts of tumour tissue contain,

besides virus, a variable amount of inactive

protein and nucleo-prot,ein. A good deal of

effort has been made to try to rid the prepara¬

tions of as much of this non-virus material as

possible. Absorption on aluminium hydroxide

gel was tried by Claude with some success
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and he found that combined adsorption, gelatin

precipitation end dialysis separated such of the

inactive and inhibitory materials (Claude 1935

(a) ft (b) )• These observations were confirmed

for Rous and extended to the Fujinam! myxo¬

sarcoma and the Mill Kill 1 fibrosarcoma by

Dmoehowski (1948), More recently, Riley (1950

(a) (b) ft (c) ) claimed to have achieved 20

fold increase in purification by absorption on

Celite. Tumour response curves indicated that

1-100 particles of virus were capable of pro¬

ducing a tumour in a susceptible chicken.

Attempts to repeat the work in this laboratory

have failed and further confirmation is

desirable before such claims can be accepted.

Direct precipitation of the agent from

crude filtrates was attempted by Shemln, Sproul

and Jobling (1040) and Shemin and Sproul (1942),

by adding pep©in or histone. The pepsin-agent

complex was dissociated in salt solution and the

agent redeposited in the high speed centrifuge.

Nitrogen determinations on the purified agent

shored that as little as 7 x 10~* rag, nitrogen

were Infective.
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Fractloncl centrifugeti on hse been widely

ured in the conoentrstion of the Hous tumour

agent end has already been mentioned, Claude

(193°)» by repeated runs at low and high speeds

was able to isolate a fraction which was active

-7
si 10 dilution and corresponded to approximate¬

ly 20,000 particles (5,2 x 10~*^ grams).

Later (1939) Claude wee able to initiate a

tumour response with 4 x 10 grams purified

rasteri©1 (2000 particles),

Work: on the tobacco mosaic virus showed

thet Inactive protein contaminants could be

removed by trypsin digestion. (Bawden & Pirie

1937), Pollard (1939) used trypsin digestion

to aid in the purification of Rous virus and

found that rapid clarification took place

without deleterious effect on the infectivity of

the agent provided incubation was limited to

less than lg hours, this confirmed Baker St

Mcintosh's observations (1227) that Bous virus

could withstand the action of pencreefio

extracts. Amies St Carr (1939) also used

tryptic digestion as a routine measure in their

preparations of tumour virus and noticed no

■
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reduction in Infectivety provided incubation

wee less than 3 hours*. Commercial purified

trypsin preparetions must be freed from magnesium
. •

(by dissolving in ammonium sulphate or phosphate

buffer) due to the harmful effects of this metal

on the virus.

Oarr a- Harris (1951) combined the fractional

centrifugetlon procedure with ensyme treatment

(hyaluronides© and trypsin) to prepare uniformly

active purified suspensions which could be stored

in Lemco broth for long periods of time. ^heir

virus concentre tea were highly active, one

minimal infective dose corresponding to 10 mg«

nitrogen. ^heir method has been used for the

experlment-s described in this thesis and, as

will be shown, amounts of virus corresponding to
—7

approximately 2.0 x 10 mg. dry weight

(100,000 particles) were frequently infective.

( d) Properties of the Infective Agents

At the present state of knowledge the

infective agent of "Rous sarcoma appears to be a

protein-nucleic acid-lipid complex, roughly

spherical, with a diameter of between 67-85 rap,

a specific gravity nf 1,5 and a. moleeular we Ight
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6
of approximately 140 x 10 .

Zinsser end Tang (1927) first gave some idea

of the size of the agent by filtration through

collodion membranes. They placed its diameter

within the limits 20-100 mja, Mendelsohn,
Clifton & Lewis (1931) later suggested » probable

size of 50 mja. and Llford end Andrewss (1935)
from centrifugation studies arrived at a size of

70 mp. It was not until 1947 and the advent

of the electron microscope that direct measure¬

ments were possible. The first Investigators

to use such methods were Claude, Porter and

Pickels (1947). Their electron microscope

pictures of Rous sarcoma &o, 1 cells grown in

tissue culture, showed fairly dense spherical

particles of the size already mentioned ( 67-

85 mp), These particles appeared to have no

relation to normal cell constituents end their

varying size, occurrence in pairs or short chains,

and density suggested the were true viruses

end self duplicating. Similar particles of

smaller size (60-70 mp,) were found to form
mosaic groups in cells of "Chicken Tumour 10".

similer ohsarva tl ona ware Tatar mads hy
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Oberling et al (1950), A serious difficulty in

this work is the epperent rarity of cells

exhibiting these perticles even in pure oultares

of tumour cells, Cerr (personal comraunlcation)

informed the author that of many thousands of

tumour cells that ware examined under the eleotro:

microscope ©t the Gustav Boussy Institute, Paris,

during 1952 only about 1 in 1000 contained

visible virus. ;|>his may be either (1) because

the cgent usually resides in the central parts

of the cell which ere opaque to the electron

beam or (2) because only very few cells contain

the virus in its complete partic late form.

This latter alternative touches upon a crucial

point in the study of virus induced tumours and

one which will be enlarged upon 1 ter. It

seems likely that the higher limits of size

may represent aggregated forms and that the true

size of the primary infective particle is well

below 85 Bryan, Lorenz and Moloney (1951)

suggested that the active moiety is probably

about 48 mfi diameter on the basis of X-ray

treatments. Many instances hrve been recorded
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runs even after prolonged oentrlfugetion and the

same phenomenon has been observed in the experi¬

ments reported in this thesis (Experimental I),

Claude (1937) suggested the possibility of

infective virus in a disaggregated state as the

cause since n- such supernatant activity was

observed following the cenir ifligation of

respiratory proteins.

The work of various investigators lies

established the gross chemical composition of

the virus (Claude 1938, 1939, Pollard 1938,1939,

Shemin & Sproul 194-2). The purified fraction

contains 7.1-9.05 nitrogen and 1.6.5 phosphorous;

40-505 of the material is lipid in n ture, con¬

taining phospholipids. The lipid is probably

present as a stabilizing factor end does not

appear to have any tumour inducing properties

(Pollard and Amies 1937). A nucleic acid was

prepared by Claude (1939) from the lipid-free,

protein fraction which gave reactions for the

ribose type. The concentration of this nucleic

scid is not known but probably lies between

1.55 (Themin Sk Sproul 1942) and 155 (Claude



1939). Values obtained in the present experi¬

ments suggest that the higher percentage Is more

likely. A parallelism between t imour producing

ectivity snd the integrity of the ribonucleo-

protein led Claude & Rothen (1943) to suggest

that the nuoleoproteln was en essential pert of

the active principle.

The virus is not stable when isolated end

rapidly loses its activity through oxidation

(Gye &• Purdy 1930). Adsorption on proteins

confers almost unlimited resistoncc as does

deselection or storage in glycerol. It Is

readily destroyed by antiseptics, bile and saponin.

Kotatin destroys the isolated virus in If hours

but has no effect loo vivo (Carr 1945). Anti¬

biotics also prevent tumour formation provided the

virus is exposed to them before inocul tion

(Chlnn, 1952). Aminopterin, when *ed to chicks,

retards tumour growth (Ruigeted 1952). As

already mentioned, the agent is very resistant to

cold, remaining active for long periods if kept

at -70°C. (Epstein 1952). It is destroyed

rapidly by heating, ho-ever, surviving only

15 rnins. at 56°C.
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Although, as e rule, little or no enzyme

eot^vlty Is associated with purified Hour extracts,
catalese activity has been reported by Stern ?»nd

pursn-Heynal s (1939 ) • Recently, however,

experiments suggesting that this cat-lase ©otlvtty

may be due to adsorbed heemin h<-ve been reported

by Cerr ( 1953a ). Purified preparations of both

normal md various virus-associated tumour tissues

strongly adsorb haemin and the question of whether

any enzyme properties are Inherent in the virus

particle or not Is still in doubt,

( e) "'he Chemical! y Induced "-rcomas

"'hen It hrd become established th* t many

of the spontaneous tumours of the fowl were caused

by viruses it became of interest to see if

chemical carcinogens and tars would Induce tumours

in these birds and if such tumours were filterable,

^hie field of research has proved extremely

controversial•

Carrel (1925) first claimed to have found

virus in his chemically induced fowl tumours

but his results did not find confirmation among

other workers (Murphw ft Lendsteiner 1925, Sturm

ft Murphy 1922, tfellenby 1934). Mcintosh (1933*
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induced tumours with tars and obtained evidence
,

of filterabilitr in 3 out of 13* Another one

became filterable after 3 years of transmission

by grafts. In 1139 Mcintosh and "elbie reported

2 of 4 tar tumours transmiseibly by filtrates end

noted & relation between filterability and increes

ed growth rate. Against this positive evidence
'

may be placed the failure of Peacock to find
.

any suggestion of filterability in 55 chemically
_

induced tumours using tar and dibenz&nthracene.

15 such tumours were transplanted by grafts but

none of them ever became filterable. Peacock

also described histologic 1 differences between

virus end tar induced tumours and differences

in their biological behaviour (Peacock 1946,
Peacock end Pee cock 1955)•

ihe possibility of contamination by tumour

viruses already in use in the laboratory must

not be overlooked. This probably applies to

the des Llgnoris sarcoma (1135, 1936) which was

established by treating a culture of chicken

fibroblasts ith dibenzanthreoene. Although

a tumour resulted which could be transmitted by
i

J filtrates it weo indictinguiahable MslolOglcaTly "
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and Immunologically from Pujlnemi sarcoma

(Amies, Cerr £ Purdy 1939). Bogg end Cromer

(1929) pointed out th t moot chemically induced

tumours described in the literature as becoming

filterable were of the lou© twpe. They even

went so far as to describe a poor experiment

of their own which resulted in © "filterable"

chemically induced tumour. Spontaneous tumours,

are fairly common and may arise after the

inoculation of chemical carcinogens. If such

tumours are filterable, as they may well be,

care must be taken to make sure that they ©re

really a result of the chemical injection.

One of the most interesting demonstrations

of a chemically induced tumour becoming

filterable is th--1 of Oberling and Guerin

(1950). Che tumour arose in the foot of e hen

32 months after treatment with methylcholenthrene.

At the 5th and 6th passages, transmission by

filtrate was possible. After this, however,

the tumour was no longer filterable. The

evidence for Its temporary filterebility seems

cor inclng especially since no filtereble
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tumour was maintained in the laboratory d xring

the period when the chemically induced growth

gave evidence of an associated virus.

the discussion to be given in the next

seotion of the presence in virus induced

tumours of large amounts of non-infective

materiel j sstifies the continued search for

viruses in chemically Induced tumours. It is

interesting to note that most of the tests

have been made with filtrates which, ss

Epstein has shown (1952), are liable to lose

a large pert of their infectivity by

adsorption on the filter used.
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III 71 run Yield? and Y* vus Pull lt)Ii o tion

Many reports ere available In the litera¬

ture giving the infective virus content of the

tumours with which the experimenters worked.

As the purification procedures have developed,

the figures have a tendency to improve but not

drastically, Prior to 1942 the maximum

infectivity waa usually of the order of 10 -

5
10 minimum infective doses (M,I,D.) per g,

(Baker & Mcintosh 1927, Gye & Purdy 1931,

Amies 1937, 71 ford and Andrev;# s 1935, "ra'nkel
and Meweon 1937, Pollard 1939, Amies 8t Carr

1039, Sherain, Sproul end Jobling 1940), In

1940 Claude & Hothen by differential

centrifugation methods were able to report
7

© maximum yield of 3*75 x 10 M.I.B.'s per g,
£> 7

Since then titres of 10"' and 10 have been

regularly obtained (Carr 1943, Carr 8t Harris

1951, Bather 1953)-

Carr (1947) first drew attention to the

fact that there is a discrepancy between the

actual and expected yield of virus from Boos

sarcoma. The best tlire so far reported for
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a tumour grown in chickens is that of Clauds and

7
Hothen, hpraely 3.75 x 10 M.I.25. *8 par g. The

cell content of "Rous sercoma, es will be shown in
8the ex erimental sections, is about 3.2 x 10

cells per g. If the blassloal assumptions

regarding the growth of tumour cells is correct,

i.e. that the virus infects an injured oell of

the monocyte type which then becomes a sarcoma

cell in which vir s multiplies end is distributed

to the daughter cells upon cell division, it is

reasonable to suppose that every resulting cell

should contain at least 1 virus particle# This

is probably en underestimate but still resilts

in an expected yield 10 times greater thou the

best ever reported.

The least dry weight of purified material
—11capable of producing h tumour is 4 x 10 g.

found by Clr-ude 8t !?othen (1940). This

represents about 2000 particles assuming them all

to be of approximately the same diameter (80»yu)
and specific gravity (1.3) as the virus.

Therefore for each virus prrticle there are

about 2000 non-infective but chemically and

Immunol Ogi nail y Fdmll-r pr.rti el ahi? is

calculated for a high yield, tumours usually
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giving much lower infective titres then 10 .

The property of infeotivity is not

neoessery for tumour production as the many

oboerv: tions of Hous tumours from which no

infective virus can be extracted h-v© shown.

Furthermore, it is only when the experimenter

purposely destroys the cells to release virus

that the property of infeotivity is selected

for, the agent normally being pasolvely

distributed to daughter cells during mitosis.

It is likely, therefore, that the major p rt

of the purified material which, immunologically

is indistinguishable from the virus, is in

reality "incomplete virus" or "toothless

virus" or "masked virus" ( depending on ones

preference in names). "Incomplete virus", a

name used in the field of necrotizing virus

research is probably a bet-or designation than

"masked" used by many wo kers in the tumour

virus field since "masked" suggests something

edded to the agent. Hecent findings support

the idee of something missing from the virus.

Owing o inherent dlffic liiee such as the

failure of these viruses to infect actively
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without en injury stimulus end the lack of a

suitably controlled medium for growth makes

their study more difficult than that of the

necrotizing viruses and bacteriophages. One of

the most striking advances In virus research

during recent years has been the elucidation of

some of the fundamental steps in the multipli¬

cation of viruses end bacteriophages. The work

of Hoyle {1948, 1950) on influenza virus, Luria

(1950) on bacteriophage and Saunders (1952) on

neurotropic viruses may be cited as being

olassioal in this field.

Briefly, the steps in the multiplication

cycle may be listed as follows: (1) The

elementary body, consisting of a packet of

smaller sub-units (soluble antigen and

agglutinin) absorbs to the surface of the cell.

It is thought likely that the agglutinin is

responsible for union with the cell and that the

lipid envelope which encloses the elementary

particle fuses with the cell well. (2) The

sub-units are then deposited within the cell and

the elementary particle ceases to exist as such.
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No infectivity is detectable at this stage.

(3) The sub-units multiply, either by the addit on

of molecules in layers which later break off

("crystallization") or by the "template*

concept. In the letter scheme, the original

macromolecule creates from its environment a

molecular grouping which is its "mirror image".

This "template" then reproduces the original

molec le, ( 4) The newly formed units tend

to aggregate into the larger infective units.

(5) ?he cell becomes overloaded and (perhaps

by enzymatic action) the wall is disrupted to

release complete virus particles.

A great deal of experimental work has been

done to clarify the situation and recently, a

symposium was organised et Oxford, the proceed¬

ings of which form an excellent source of

information on the subject. (The Nature of Virus

Multiplication - Cambridge University Press 1°53)»

One of the features of animal virus

diseases is the fact, that they nearly always

induce the invaded cells to divide. Andrewes

(1934) has drawn attention to the fsot that a

series can be drawn from the apparently purely
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neorotizing viruses through those causing both

necrosis and proliferation in varying degrees to,

finally, ones causing the malignant virus-induced

tumours of the fowl, rabbit, mouse and other

animals. One immediately wonders whether the

tumour viruses multiply in the same way as the

necrotizing type such as influenza. Certain

experiments have been done which suggest •'hat

they do, at least In part.

Probably the earliest attempts at measuring

the lapse between inoculation end first appear¬

ance of signs of malignancy were by Irwin,

Cairns k Banting (1934), Mauer (1938) and

Levine (1939)« These e thorn noted that a

mobilization of macrophage-© occurred immediately

after the inoc slat Ion - an event which could not

be distinguished from en ordinary foreign body

reaction until ©t least 48 hours later when the

first malignant cells appeared. Definite

tumour nodules could not be detected until 72

hours after the v'rus inoculation. It was not

until recently that © quantitative approach was
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made to the problem b,y Cerr (1953(b) ). He

found that when known amounts of virus were

Inoculated Into the leg® of young chicks end

extracted at various intervals later, a consistent

story emerged ©s follow®. Control experiments

indicated that the recovery of virus we®

quantitative. After 16 hours only if or less

of the initially inoculated virus could be

recovered end this low level remained until

70 hours. At this time, © sudden Increase

occurred end subsequently the amounts increased

rapidly. This is supported by the histological

evidence end is highly suggestive of multipli¬

cation in the disaggregated state. Unfortunately,

the nature of the tumour virus multiplication

cycle, which is entirely intracellular after the

initial infection, forbids the investigation of

virus growth past the first cycle. Ho virus is

automatically released, as in influenza and

bacteriophage, which is then free to re-infect

new cells. Furthermore, tumour viruses have

not the power to actively infect like the

necrotizing viruses but require cell injury
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first (Hour, Murphy & Tytler, 1912; Shape 1933)*

This probably accounts for the absence of the

hsemagglutinating reaction in tumour virus.

Further suggestive evidence for multipli¬

cation in the disaggregated state is given by

the electron microsoope studies previously

mentioned ( Claude, Porter 4- Piokels, 1947;

Oberling et al 1950), Mot only do the virus

particles exhibit a range in size (67-85 mp)
but it is only in a very few cells that particles

can be detected. Moreover, as we have already

seen the least number of particles ever shown

to produce infection was 2000 (Claude & Hothen

1940), Assuming fair uniformity and purity this

indicates that by far the vest majority of the

virus is non infective.

The production of large quantities of

inactive virus material is not confined to

tumour viruses alone, and has been observed in

other types, whether plant, animal or bacterial.

Bevden & Plrie (1946) estimated that at least

7
10 particles of tobacco mosaic virus were
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neceseary for en infective dose end were able

to separate their preparations into fractions

with different Infect!vities. Card and von

Magnus (1946) showed that large doses of

influenza virus cause the cells lining the

allantoic cavity of eggs to produce non-infective

material capable of agglutinating red cells.

Pazekes de St. Groth and Graham (1954) later

showed that the production of incomplete

influenza virus was an inherent property of the

virus itself and not dependent on the size of

the initial inoculum. They were able to

arrange ten different strains of influenza

virtus in series according to their ability to

p?-oduce incomplete non-infective virus.

Doermann (1951) demonstrated the multiplication

of Tg bacteriophages in a non-infective form by
releasing them at various times during their

growth cycle. Besides the chicken, tumours,

the Shop© rabbit papilloma virus requires large
7

numbers of particles (approximately 9.4 x 10

particles) for a 50;' infectious unit (Bry*~n

1941). This agent also exists in a "masked*
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or "Incomplete" form.

The problems of vir is growth end multipli¬

cation, therefore, appear to be common to ©11 the

types so for studied end may well be universal

in the virus world. It is very likely that the

growth of normal cellilar components proceeds by

similar mechanisms and that the vir is produces

its disease symptoms by upsetting the normal

pattern of growth in those cells it attacks.

The changes in affinity that have been observed

and described in the foregoing introduction are

possibly due to "crossing over" effects with

normal tissue components during the b sliding up

and splitting of the virus sub-units while

undergoing multiplication. Tt is certainly

true that tumour viruses ere often associated

with normal host constituents end this h^s also

been shown to apply to influenza end other

necrotizing viruses. Hecent work on the

leucoses and Hous sarcoma have shown that natural

transmission of their viruses can occur by

insect vectors again suggesting a similarity

with necrotizing types..
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kB more and more data accumulate, It

beoom-B increasingly evident that the cancer

agents behrve like true viruses. the fact that

in some oases they are capable of producing a

tumour response almost Immediately has led

some workers to a postulate suggesting them ©s

the direct cause of cancer. the conception of

the autonomous multiplication of particles or

the autocatalytic production of a carcinogenic

chemical within the cell has long been considered

by many research workers, bu+ the idea of en

exogenous viral agent, has always been viewed with

suspicion by all but a fern?,

the greatest drawback to such a theory

lies in the failure to demonstrate viruses in

most of the tumours st died. It has already

been shown that, occasionally, chemically induced

cancers in birds give evidence of an associated

virus. Furthermore, even the most highly

active vir*s preparation contains only 1 part in

2000 of the infective agent. fhile the theory

has not by any means been proved, it is an

attractive one which deserves and is receiving

the attention of many oencer research workers.
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IV Introduction to Experiments

The frets reviewed In the preceding section

mark the present state of knowledge concerning

the multiplication of the sarcoma viruses, Tt

has been pointed out that certain difficulties

inherent in their study prevents the experimen¬

ter from investigating closely the *first step"

of growth which has been so beautifully worked

out for some of the necrotizing and lysogenic

viruses. There is one property of tumour

viruses, however, which makes certain types of

experiment on them relatively simple. It is

their faculty for producing a tumour, or lump

of almost pure infected cells In huge numbers

from which preparations of infective agent of

a high state of purity may be isolated. So

far, although many observations h? ve been mode

of tl e wide variability in infective capacity

of virus preparations, no attempts have been

made to correlate this with the quantity of

purified virus produced. The recent discovery

of Carr (1953b) that the controlling factors

of tumour virus infectlvity are host age and
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turaour growth rate, affords en excellent

opportunity for performing large scale experi¬

ments along this line.

The first requirement for such a study was

the development of a reasonably rapid and

accurate method for estimating the material in

the purified, preparations. The biuret reaction

for proteins which had been used by Stlckland

(1951) to estimate small quantities of bacteria,

seemed to offer a solution to the problem and

the method was developed for this purpose.

Using the biuret method, the differential

cervtrifugstion techniques fo* purification and

the day old chick titration procedure, it was

possible to determine virus yields and

infeotivities of tumours under a variety of

conditions. Measurements of this type for the

Bous No. 1 sarcoma, the Fujtnemi sarcoma end

e non-filterable chemically induced sarcoma

are presented in the first 2 experimental

sections.

It soon became apparent that a better idea
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of true virus yield might be obtained by

estimating It on a cellular basis rather than

by weight of tissue. Accordingly, a method for

estimating the cell content was found which

could be applied to tumour tissue end is

described*

During the course of this work, the

possibility presented itself of growing a virus

induced timour of the fowl ©s an ascites tumour

in the intraperitoneal cavity and thereby being

able to study it under new conditions. This

has been successfully accomplished in mice with

the Thrlich and Krebe-2 carcinomas (Loewenthal

and Jahn 1932, Klein and Klein 1951) end S-37

and malignant lymphoma (Goldie et al 1051) and

others. In rats, the Yoshida sarcoma, the

MTK sarcomas I and II and the Hi roseki sarcoma

(Taneke & Kano 1951, Mskino end Keno 1953) h»ve

been studied. The growth of these tumours is

characterised by the production of large numbers

of discrete tumour cells, or sometimes, small

groups of cells, living in a compatible medium

( per11onea1 fluid) which lend themse1ves

admirably to various biochemical studies. mhe
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possibility of estimating the virus content of

washed Rous tumour cells was anticipated as well

as the microscopic study of living Rous cells,

•the third series of experiments describes the

establishment and subsequent behaviour of the

Rous ascites tumour. Comparisons between viris

yields from the washed cells, fluid and solid

tissue are given along with infectivity

measurements•

Finally, a detailed study of the growth

character!sties of the ascites tumour is

presented. It is interesting to compare

the growth of a virus ascites tumour such as

Rous with the non-filterable ones mhich are

found in mice.

The conclusions and speculations which can

be drawn from these experiments are given in

detail in the discussion which follows the

details of experimental work. The implications

of the observed virus yields in the inter¬

pretation of tumour virus growth cycles is

discussed and some further properties common

to both virus t mours and non-filterable ones
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are presented. In conclusion, a surama ry of the

results is given followed by a comprehensive

bibliography for the complete thesis.
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Exoe rl.men.tel

(1) delation.Between ?he Amoant of virus notorial

p.nd InfgQt1.v5.tv of Hour? Mo. 1 Sarcomas.

Materie.is -nd Methods

1# Chickens - Chickens from Br. A.W.

Greenwood's Edinburgh Flock of Brown Leghorns

have been used exclusively throughout this

work. r"he flock has been built up over the

pest 23 years from a very small group of birds

end no outside blood has been introd iced

during this time. Excellent records have

been kept and the ancestry of any bird can be

traced accurately. At least 0 different lines

have been produced, each exhibiting its own

characteristics such as high egg production,

large or smell egg size, dwarf birds, red

breasted birds end so on. The flock exhibits

an extremely low incidence of disease especially

the spontaneous neoplastic group (treonwood,

31? th & Cerr 194-8). The total incidence of

neoplasms end leukaemias during the period

1932-1948 wes only 1.6:*r compared with 7.4*
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estimated for another flock of 24,000 birds

by Goes (1940)# The chicks end chickens used

here were from the Breeding X Intensity line

desoribed by Greenwood et el (1948). One

result of the Iot? crncer incidence is a l«ck

of naturally occurring antibodies to artificial

tumour infection, end enables the use of young

chicks in titrating the activity of tumour

virus preparations with a reasonable degree of

confidence. The technique of infactivity

titrations is desoribed below.

2. Virus and Pert?c-late oren-- rations.

The Rous No. 1 virus and the particulate

fraction of the cytoplasm from the non-filterable

tumour GRCH/16 and normal tissues were isolated

by a method similar to that described by Cerr

end Harris (1991). The cytoplasmic particul¬

ates from the 0RCHA6 tumour and normal tissues

correspond to the Rous virus in size and general

chemical properties but, of course, exhibit

no infactivity. The ORCH/lo tumour was

obtained through the generosity of

Dr. P.R. Peacock at the Royal Cancer Hospital,

Glasgow, and its origin has been described in

detail (Peacock and Peacock 1953).



HYALURONIDASE TREATED 10%
AQUEOUS TUMOUR HOMOGENATE

figure I



F'gure 1 represents diegramma tloally the

Isolation procedure. The tissues were first

homogenized in en K.8*E, Atoraix homogentzer,

or ground with send, or macerated in small glass

meceretors end the cells lysed in 10 volumes

of distilled water. In the case of the tumour

tissue, the procedure was standsrdized arid only

the small glass maoeratore used. After treat¬

ment with 1 mg. fayaluronidaee (freeze dried

bull testes) for 30 minutes to reduce the high

viscosity, the extracts were clarified for 15

minutes at 3000 r.p.m. (1000 xg) on e Servall

Angle centrifuge type S8.1 using lusteroid ;

tubes. "he cell debris was discarded and the

supernatant (S^) oentrifuged at high speed
(12,000 r.p#m. or 16,000 xg) for 55 minutes.

This treatment deposited almost all of the

particulate fraction as a pellet (I^) which
could be resuspended quite easily. The

pellets were then treated with crystalline

trypsin to remove extraneous protein. Since

commercially purified trypsin preporations

usually contain magnesium, the crystals were
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f

M
dissolved In "/5 sodium phosphete solution end

the resulting magnesium phosphate precipitate

centrifuged off. The magnesium-free trypsin
•'?r!

solution was then added to the resuspended

pellets end Incubated at 3?°C. for one hour.

The total suspension volume was adjusted et

this point to refer to the original volume of

tumour tissue used. In figure I, the resuspend¬

ed deposit befo e trypsin treatment Is designated

DgA and the incubated trypsinized suspension
is called ^he suspension was clarified

once more by centrifuging at low speed ( 3000

r.p.m.) for 15 minutes, and finally, the

supernatant (S^) was deposited at 12,000 r.p.m.
for 55 minutes. The pellet (P^) was resuspended
in e known convenient quantity of distilled water

for protein estimation by the biuret method

described below, or for micro-Kjeldahl nitrogen.

3. Infectivity Titrations

The suitability of the young chicks

evcilable at the Poultry Research Centre for

infectivity titrations has already been

mentioned. Cerr & Harris (1951), in a series
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were definitely more sensitive to virus than

6-week olds end t.at false negatives did not

occur in the higher dose concentretions. In the

present work, a small quantity of virus suspension,

S, (Figure 1) was diluted in serial ten. fold steps

end Inoculated into the left thigh of young chicks

(usually 2-7 days). Fither % 4 or 5 chicks

were used for each dilution and a small bore

needle (Reco -d No. 19) employed. Since the

suspension was already referred back to the

origin-1 tissue weight, each dilution represented

its respective weight of tumour. For instance,
-4

if 0.2 ml. of a 10 dilution was the smallest

amount of virus to initiate a response, this
£T

indicated that the original tumour yielded 2 x 10

minimum infeotive doses per gram (M.I.D.♦e/g).

Although such a titration method does not. give an

absolute estimate of the number of infective

particles, the reproducibility of the measurements

justifies its use in comparing the infective

power of virus preparations. Pock-count methods

such as are possible with actively infective
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viruees like influenza cannot be used with the

tumour viruses owing to the necessity for

traumatic injury before a response can be

initiated.

4. Biuret Method for Quantitative Pstica-tion

of Particles - Virus particle yields can be

estimated by direct measurements of their dry

weight or by estimating the nitrogen content

using the Ficro-Kjeldahl procedure. Both methods

ere time consuming end the former can only be

used ith fairly 1erge quantities of materiel.

Stiokland (1951) reported c method for the

estimation of small quantities of bacteria using

e modified biuret colour reaction for proteins

end the possibility of adapting such a procedure

to viruses suggested itself.

Preliminary trials were encouraging but the

following modifications were rode. Pirst, instead

of separate additions of sodium hydroxide and

copper sul hate as suggested by Sticklend, the

•-•ingle reagent of ^eichselbeum ( 1946) was used.

This reagent is made up as follows. 15 g.

sodium potassium tartrate (Bochelle salt) dissolved
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in about 400 ml# 0»2N NaoH# Add 5 g# copper

sulphate end dissolve completely with stirring#

Add 5 g. potassium iodide and make up to 1

litre with 0.2N NaOH. The copper salt of

Rochelle salt forms a stable biuret complex

with protein which, according to Teiohselbauro

is linear within the limits 0#004 - 0 #140 g.

protein per 100 ml# biuret complex. The

reagent keeps well, the potassium iodide

preventing auto reduction of the copper

tartrate•

The second modification was necessary

because of the high proportion of lipid

associated with the virus end particulate

preparations (about 50,^). It was found that

the lipoid material remained in suspension

after development of the biuret colour end

interfered with the absorption reading# There

are two ways of correcting for this, (1) by

decolorizing the turbid suspension after

reading the biuret colour and measuring the

turbidity in the spectro-photometer. The
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differance between the two measurements Is then

taken as the true biuret colour reading (Peyser

and Vaughn 1.949) or (2) simply extracting the

fat with ether ge suggested by Klngsley (1939)

or Popjack and VoCarthy (1946). If the letter

method is used, a correction of 8f must be

added to the sbsorptiometer reading due to the

solubility of ether in water.

In practice, it was found that the simplest

way of removing the lipoid materiel in these

preparations was to shake with ether and

centrifuge. ^he resulting fluffy layer which

rose to the surface oould then be removed with

© micro-pipette leaving & clear solution.

The standard biuret procedure was, there¬

fore, as follows. One ml. of the suspension

containing virus or eytoplrsmic particulates

wee added to a 1 x 7.5 om test tube. One ml.

of the biuret reagent was added and colour

allowed to develop in a 32°C. water bath
(Weichselbaum 1946) for 30 mine. If turbidity

was present, 0.5 ml. ether was added and the

tube shaken for a minute. After centrifaging
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in an angle heed for 30 mine, at 2500-3000

r.p.m., the lipid layer was removed with e

micro-pipette, "he solution was then read in

the Spekker absorptioraeter using the 0,5 ml. micro

cells and the yellow-green filter. A blank

reading was obtained using 1 ml. distilled

water and 1 ml. reagent. "he amount, of protein

could then be estimated by referring to a

standard curve of known amounts of protein.

For estimating total amounts of virus or

cytoplasmic particulates a standard curve was

made using known amounts of dried virus or

particulate material. In this way, a large

number of determinations could be made quickly

and easily with a reliability of - 2f* Vor

further details see the experimental sections.

Fxpertmental (1) Application of the biuret

reaction to the meea rement of virus or virus

ar.otftn*

Since the biuret reaction seemed to offer

a convenient method for following the protein

distribution of the various fractions d iring

the isolation of the virus concentrate, experi¬

ments, were ciasfpned to dai;ermine
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proiein in the particles takes pert in the

reaction.

Samples of pure virus or particulate pro¬

tein were prepared by dissolving the defatted

particles in a minimal quantity of f?aOK and

precipitating the protein by the addition of an

equal volume of 10?l trichloroacetic acid. ^he

precipitated protein was washed once with water

and used for total nitrogen determinations by

the micro-7jeldahl method and biuret protein

estimations. Table T gives the results of the

nitrogen estimations and the Spekker

absorptiometer readings obtained for a given

calculated amount of protein. The final

column gives the calculated Spekker

Absorptiometer reeding for 1.0 mg. particulate

protein.

Table 1/
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TAT3I.K X

Mioro-Kjeldahl Nitrogen, Calculated Protein
Content and Spekker Absorptiometer Readings
for'Samples of Particulate Protein from Var¬
ious Malignant and Normal Chicken ^issues.

Tissue
Ni* rogen
mg/ml.

Protein*
mg/ml

Spekker
Reading

Spekker Heading
For 1.0 mg.T'/mi

Rous .088 0.55 0.102 0.179

.174 l.OQ 0.175 0.158

GRCH/16 .105 0.66 0.127 0.180

Spleen .125 0.78 0.143 0.182

Liver • 266 1.66 0.282 0.168

Brein .270 1.69 0.290 0*160

Ave 0.174 - 0.011

♦Protein estimated by m ltiplying nitrogen
values by 6.25.

Prom the final column of table I, the

average Spekker Heading for 1.0 mg. particulate

protein Is 0.174 - 0.011. Similar figures

for chicken serum protein Isolated in the seme

way gave 0.150 as the Spekker reading for 1 mg.

serum protein.

Prom the above results, a standard curve

for estimating particulate protein was constructed

for use with the Spekker Absorptiometer (Figure

2 )» Also in this figure 1s a standard ourvc |



CALIBRATION CURVE FOR ESTIMATING AMOUNT OF ROUS VIRUS

OR PROTEIN IN PURIFIED TUMOUR EXTRACTS

FIGURE 2
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for estimating total dry weight of the purified

Rous sarcoma virus. This was obtained simply

by isolating the virus according- to the

differential centrifligation method described.

The resulting pellet of purified virus (D of
4

figure 1) was redispersed in water and a measur¬

ed sample removed for drying to constantweight.

The remainder was diluted to provide various
,

points on the ourve and read in the Spekker

Absorptiometer,

The curve for whole virus in figure 2 is

a composite one made up from two sets of results,

the close agreement of which is obvious. The

linear relationship between biuret colour and

dry weight of purified virus holds for amounts

of from 0,05 to 5.25 mgm. dry weight per 2,0

ml, biuret complex.

When it had been established that protein

isolated from the virus particulates reacted in

a consistent way with the biuret reagent, it

became necessary to determine the ratio

"Oireotly estimated protein (biuret)*i ""Total

protein ( K.jeldahi)". Accordingly, preparations
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of viris from Rous sarcomas, and whole perticulet<

from the non-filtersble GHCH/16 tumour, normal

liver, spleen end brain were made and subjected

to (1) total nitrogen determinations (micro-

Kjeldahl), (2) dry weight and (5) biuret protein

determinetione. Table II summarizes the results

of this experiment. With the exception of the

two Hous preparations marked thus (..*), all the

figures are based on the original wet weight

of tissue used. The give a measure, therefore,

of comparative yields of cytoplasmic particulates

isolated from various tissues by a standardized

procedure.

TABLE IT/

5S
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TABLF II

Dry , p,otal Nitrogen end Biuret Protein of
Cell Particulates Deposited from Normal end Malig¬
nant Fowl Tissues by Ccntrifuging at 12,000 r.p.m.
for 55 minutes.

Dry Ft. Total N Biuret Total N Protein. frotein N
mgra/g ragm/g Protein Dry Wt, Brv wt. Total N
wet wet mgm,/f J

tissue tissue wet
Source tissue

Rous No. 1
Sarcoma C. 43 0.C37 0.198 .© 46 35

Rous No. 1
Sarcoma * - 0.095 0.49 - - 82

Rous No. 1
Sarcoma * - 0.090 0.41 - - 73

CSCH/16 4.10 0.340 1.68 8.3 41 79
Liver 23.40 2.32 LI. 20 9.9 48 77
Spleen 5.10 0.414 1.99 8.1 39 78
Brain 2 .9 4 0.241 1.15 8.2 39 76

Averages P.6 43^4 79- 4

♦Not referred back to original weight
of tissue used. Figures indicate
mgrn/ml suspension.

The values of Total Nt Dry weight give en

average value of 8.6/1 which agrees with the

findings of other workers (Claude 1938, Shemin 8t

Sproul 1942). ^he value of 79$ for the ratio

protein Ms Total M seems reasonable. It is

not known exactly how much of the nitrogen in

these particles can be attributed to protein

since the amounts of nucleic acid are not
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aoouretely known, Claud© (1939) ©©timeted that

10-15/' of the protein fraction of ftous sarcoma

virus ( 5-85 of the total virus particle) wpb

nucleic acid using u,v, absorption methods,

whereas Bhemin and Sproul (1949), basing their

estimation on purine nitrogen values, gave

approximately 1.55 of the total virus materiel

as nucleic acid. By using these values for

nucleic acid and assuming lipid to be about

505 of the total material (with a nitrogen

content of 1,65) it can be calculated that the

protein nitrogen constitutes between 765 and

675 of the total N. The value of 795 found in

the foregoing experiments lies between the

calculated figures and suggests th->t most, if

not all the particulate and virus protein

enters, into the biuret reaction,

(2) Protein distributions durinu he

purification of ..Rous virus. GB.CH/1,6 m rt.icule tea

and normal sroleen particulates.

The experiments just described show that the

biuret reaction can be used in conjunction with

the Spekker ebsorptiometer se a reliable tool

for the measurement of tissue proteins provided
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certsin modifi.cations are made to the procedure

and suitable standard absorption curves are

drawn up. Once the precautions have been

observed, the method is simple and rapid.

Cerr & Harris (1951) used the rnicro-

Kjeldshl nitrogen procedure to follow the

distribution of protein during the purification

of Rous sarcoma virus. It was decided, therefore,

to repeat the experiment using the new technique

end extend the results to 09CH/16 tumour and a

normal chicken tissue such as spleen. Accord¬

ingly, extracts were made and purified according

to the scheme of Figure I. A known amount of

tissue was used end biuret protein estimations

made at each stage in the purification procedure.

Table III summarizes the results for 26.5 g.

"Rous sarcoma tissue. Infactivity titrations in

fisy old chicks were done at each stage except

(second deposit after trypsin treatment).

At this stage there is some aggregation of

particles which render dilution for infectfvity

tests unreliable. tpble IV summarizes the

results for protein estimations during the

purl, fi cat ion of 50g. GHCH/16 tumour tissue end

3.60 g. normal fowl spleen tissue.



TABLE III

Protein Distribution at each stage of the
Extraction of 26,5g Pons Darooms misaue.

Fraction mgSU Protein Dilution m,gm ragm
Protein as f necessary Protein orotein
in 26,5 g* total for tumour in 0.2 required
tumour protein production. cc for

x 0.2 cc's infection.

Si 460 - - - «•»

s2 430 94 10~4 .33 3.3
—8

x 10 ^

D2A 38 8.3 10"5 .38 3.8 x 10~6
DpB( try¬

psin) 35 7.2 - -

26 5.6 —5
10 J .20 2.0 x 10

D3 4.2 .91
-0

10 .13 1.3 y 10"5

S4 14.6 3.2 10' .11 1.1 x 10~4
6.3 1.4 io~5 .02 2.0 x 10~7

TABLE IV/
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Protein Distribution at each Stage of the
Dxtrection of 50.0 g GPOH/16 Tumour Tissue
and 3.60 g. Normal Chicken Spleen.

Pre ot. i on

GRCH/lG Tissue

mgm Protein
Protein as f
in 50 g> Total
tissue Protein

Normal

mgm
Protein
in 3.6og
tissue

Spleen
Protein
p.e f
Total
Protein

S1 2250 - 47.9 -

S2 1850 82 41.5 66.8

d2a 400 18 6.30 13.3

Dp3( Try¬ 361 16 6.16 12.8
psin)

s3 292 13 4.16 8.7

D3 63 2.8 2.00 4.2

8 4
200 8.9 2.85 6.0

D4 92 4.1 1.31 2.7

^he figures in the first columns ere direct

measuremerits, and resort was not made to the

practice of taking differences for intermediate

steps. "here are, therefore, some d1ecrepancies

in the figures, which is unavoidable ©specially

| at lower values. However, in the case of the
/

; Rous earcome tissue, the final column shows

clearly that the virus concentrate provides
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the maximum infectivety with the least amount

+m*7
of protein. The value of 2.0 x 10*" mg. for a

minimum infective dose comperes very favourably

with the res ilte of other workers and is by no

means the smallest amount capable of producing

a tumour response as will be shoto later. *he

difference between DgA and BgB plus the protein
remaining in solution in represent the amount

of protein removed or rendered water soluble by

the trypsin treatment. For Sous sarcoma 10.6

agms. protein were removed by enzyme treatment

from 33 tngme in EgA (52?). In a duplicate
experiment on "?ous, 60f protein was removed.

These figures agree well with those using total

nitrogen CCarr <% Harris 1951) in which 60^"

protein was removed. From "able IV, it is

apparent that for GHCH/16 tumour tissue Gof of

the protein wee removed by trypsin treatment and

for normal spleen tissue - 4Bf. Thus enzyme

destruction of protein occurs to about the same

extent in both normal and ma 11 rrv>it tissue

extracts. It is likely that, where similar

cond;t.lons of extraction apply, there is always
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a roughly similar proportion of extraneous

protein materiel associated with the lipld-

nucleoprotein particulate© end that this extran¬

eous protein Is attached by preference.

Finally, the tables show the.t the virus

concentrate (B^5 contains approximately 1,4?
of the total protein in the original extra.at.

The duplicate experiment on Rous tissue gave

1.5?' of the total protein in the original

extract. Using nitrogen estimations Carr ft

Harris (1°51) found 1,7 - 2,0? of the nitrogen

of the initial extract in the final concentrate.

It is worth noting at this point that Rous virus

preparations such as these have been freed of

98.0 - 98,6? of the non-virus protein, yet

possess practically all the virus activity

associated with the tumour,

{ 3) Fi'feot of "rvnstn Treatment on the

yicrosconic Appearance of Fxtrecta of Rons ?lo. i

sarcoma.

Samples of the partially purified extract©

at stages BgA, BgS and (Figure 1) were
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examined in the dark field microsoope in order

to ensure that the preparations were well dispersed

end free from non-portioilste material. The

examination showed that DgA ( resuspended deposit
from first high speed run) consisted of fairly

coarse aggregates, some filaments and large

spheres and many small sub-microscopic particles.

TgB (seme after trypsin treatment) contained a
larger proportion of the smell particles and a

few filaments or large spheres. ( supernatant

after clarification at 3000 r.p.m.) showed e

homogeneous suspension of sub-microscopto

particulates with very few of the larger bodies

present•

(4) Vir s Particle Gstlm- tion end

Infect'vitv Titrations for Pons No. 1 Gg roomss

Growina in Hosts of Various Ares.

Now that the biuret estimation had been

adapted for cell-particulate and virus estins-tTons,

the following experiments were done in order to

measure the total and infective virus yields

from tumours growing in birds of various ages.
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The work of Csrr (1953a)heb already been

mentioned in which a correlation between

increasing host age and decreasing tumour

infactivity was noticed.

The chickens we e inoculated with a lOf

suspension of Rous sarcoma cells (0.5 ml.) in

both pectoral muscles and the size of the

resulting tumours est'in ted by the + sign

method. (+, j si palpable, ++ covering one

quarter of the breast one half and ++++ the

entire breast). Only sninr- Is which bed been

bearing tumours for between 12 and 20 days

were used and most were between 14 and 21 days.

This was done to ensure that the tumours did not

have time to produce significant amounts of

circulating antibody, which usually appears

after 30 days end causes drastic reductions

in the apparent infactivity of the virus (Cerr

1943). The tumours were divided into slow and

fast growing groups (Table V) slow tumours

being regarded as all those less than +++ in

size at time of extraction. T'he total virus

yield and infectivfty seasurements were est Im-ted,

by the methods described at the beginning of

the paper.
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TABLE V

"Purified" Virus Content end Infectlvity Tltres
of Pest end Slow Growing Hous Ho. 1 Serooms8
from hosts of Various Age s

Age of Host Infect ivity "Purified"
(Days) (M.I.B.'s/Orem Pet Tumour) VI r ;.s Con¬

Pest Growing Slow Trowing
tent mgm/g.
Pet Tumour

22 io7
1*5

.49
28

10c
io2

.37
32 .25
51 .33
56 106

10
.24

57 A .43
57 6 10 .52
58 10 6 .60
65 io2 .43
66 10; .28
66 10 u .36
70 1°4

10
.45

72

1°5
.70

73 .34
78 106 .27
78 io6

10£106
.31

82 .28
84 rz .51
87 log .36
91 K 10P .56
105 10c . .36
108 10? .38
115 10 ^ 0 .52
143 <10« .38
143 c <10'- .59
161 log .40
161 10? .29
1920 >1°4

>10
.30

213# 2 .34
213 *104 .43
442 4

lOg
10 .28

446 .44
447 10 K .52
454 10 .63
253* <10

A ve re pg

•43 + JA
#4G *14

0 /
•1 ¥ ■— ■*» •* #— »«• • T
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/ The extracts from these two birds were not
diluted sufficiently to reach a true end
point but it was apparent from the latent
period of the tumour^appearing in the chicks
treated with the 10*" dilution that at least
a further 1/10 dilution would have prod, iced
e response.

v ,

* This bird developed a "recurring tumour"
(Csrr 1942) which appeared 150 days after
the original inoculation in a chicken of
the "Non-Susceptible" strain.

The results in "'able V smm rise 35

purifications end cover e wide range of

infectivities. The final column (virus yields)

represents the dry weight of the whole virus

particles including the lipid portion as

determined by the biuret reaction. The highest

Infeotivlty was found in a young chick (22 days

at time of death), namely, 10 minimum infective

doses (M.I.D.'o). tip to the age of 84 days,
6

titres of 10 M.I.I), ' s were common. After this,
5

however, no litre higher then 10 was ever found.

These res Its are similar to the findings of

Carr (1953&)* A similar trend is apparent in

the slow growing ■uraours but the most striking

thing is that In every case but 2, where slow

growing and fast growing 4 amours can be compared

in birds of similr eges, the slow p-rovlng ones
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oontsin less infective vims, again bearing out

Cam's results. Total yields of virus concen¬

trate, however, were almost identical, namely

0.46 mg/g from slow growing and 0.43 mg/g from

fast growing tumours. Again, slow growing

tumours in birds of 143 days or older frequently
-2

exhibited lack of infeotivity (10 was the

lowest dilution used in most experiments and if

no virus was detectable at this dilution then

it is fairly safe to ass me that rapst workers

would call the tumour non-filterable since,

usually enyt ing between a lOf and 100# extract

is used to demonstrate infectivlty). This is

in accordance with recent findings of Duran-

"Reynels 9t Frelre (1953)*

The final column, however, shows that

despite the "ide fluctuation in infectivlty

among the tumour extracts, the total virm

yields have remained fairly constant. ?he

average for the whole series is 0,46 i 0.14 mg/g

tumour. In Table VI, the results are arranged

in groups of increasing infectivity. Analysis

of variance showed that there was no significant
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difference between the purified viris yields of

any of the groups at the 5f level or 101? level,

although the infective capecity of the prepara¬

tions ranged over 7 dose levels.

TABLK 71

Average virus concentrate yields
arranged in order of increasing
vims infactivity

M.T.I).* s/rrsm So. of Purified
tumour ob servo- virus Yield

tions * 8.D.
•K

10 or less 7 ,46 t ,09

104 & 105 20 .43 - .16

10 6 and over 8 .41 ~ .12
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Exoerlaientsl (Continued)

( 2) Influence of Host Aire ; nd Tumour Growth

Rate on the Yields of ougifled Virus or Cytoplasmic

Particulates from "a.Unait?* Myxosarcoma ond 9RCH/16

non-filterable sarcoma.

These experiments were undertaken to see

if the results for Rous sarcoma were true of

another virus induced fowl tumour, namely the

Fujinam! Myxosarcoma, It was also of interest

to determine the cytoplasmic particulate yields

of the non-filterable GRCH/lS sarcoma under the

same conditions of host age and growth rate to

see if there was eny variation in them.

Although experience has shown that the

adult birds of the Edinburgh flock of Brown

leghorns carry little naturally occorring anti¬

body in their blo-d, the objection might be

raised that such antibody could account, for the

decrease in infectivity in the tumours from old

birds. Similarly, it might, be argued that

birds bearing slow growing' tumours may have a

high antibody level. Experiments are reported

now, therefore, to settle this point.
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Pmpbasis has been laid recently on the

advisability of expressing yields of cellular

components as unit per cell rather then in terms

of tissue weight since all tissues vary in their

cellular content. A method is reported here

which gives a fair approximation to a true cell

count and the virus and particulate yields ere

recalculated on this basis.

Materials arid Methods

Infectivity titrations, virus and particulate

purifications end measurements were done by the

methods already described in the first set of

experiments.

Cell, counts.

Mizen and Petermenn (1952) reported a

method for making total cell counts on mouse

spleen. Their procedure wee to homogenize the

tissue for 2 minutes In a glass homo/-enlzer at

controlled speed in 0.88 M sucrose containing

0.0018 M to 0.0023 M calcium chloride. The

calcium ion at this coneentrrtlon successfully

hardened the nuclear membrane without causing
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aggregation of the cytoplasm. After the initial

grinding the homogerate was transferred to an

electric homogenizer using a notched stainless

steel blade st about 6000 r.p.m. The suspension

was washed in with acetic acid containing

calcium chloride as before. After 2 minutes

homogenizing, a sample was removed, diluted rmd

reed in a h--emacytometer#

Reproducible results were obtained with

tumour tissue by the following procedure. 1.0

gram tissue was minced with scissors and

transferred to a ground glass tissue grinder and

carefully homogenized with 19 ml. 0.88 M sucrose

containing 0.0023 M CeCl^. The resulting
homogenate was trensferred to the beaker of a

w?ielcow blender with 20 ml. &?• acetic scid

containing 0.0023 M CeCl2* If Fujinami tissue
was being used, it was found necessary to add

a mg. of hyaluronide.se to the first homogenlzatlon

mixture in order to break down some of the

hyaluronic ecid present which tended to coagulate

when mixed with the acetic acid. After homo-

genlzing in the Nelco at 6000 r.p.m. for 2 mins.
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(with a drop of octyl alcohol to prevent foaming;

e sample was removed with a pipette and read

directly in e Thome heerasaytometar. ?Io

dilution was necessary owing to the already

loose texture of the tumour tissue making the

cell count low, 0,1$ methyl green added to the

homogenete prior to mixing aided in identifying

the cells and nuclei under the microscope. 10

squares were counted for each sample end o dup¬

licate sample was read In each case. ^he

homogenising procedure resulted in a suspension

of discrete whole cells and isolated nuclei.

Although it may be argued that the occurrence of

multinucleate cells in tumour tissue would

introduce an error in the counts it is not

likely that such an error is serious. It is

difficult to estimate the percentage of multi¬

nucleate cells in stained preparations of solid

tumour tissue, but attempts were made and it

was concluded that not more than 10$ of the cells

exhibited more than 1 nucleus. Furthermore, it

is probably safe to assume that for the purposes

of estimating virus content, a cell containing
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2 nuclei, is In effect, 2 cells. Cell counts

done by the more tedious method of counting ste*neci

slides cheoked very veil with the homogenize!ion

procedure.

Experimental

(1) Teets of the ability of blood ?!• ship

from adult :»irds end birds bear Ins slow growing

tumours to neutralize purified virus preparations.

In all, the plasmas of 14 birds were tested,

12 from edxlt birds and 2 from birds bearing slow

growing tumours. In the latter 2 oases, the slow

growing tumours were also titrated for infect!vity.

Of the 12 adult birds tested, 4 were tested e.ge!nst

Rous virus and 8 against Fujinemt virus. Of the

birds bearing slow growing tumours, 1 was tested

against Rous and one age'nst Fujinaml, each bird

bearing a corresponding type of slow tumour. The

adult birds tested were between 1 and 3 years of

age.

In order to simulate the conditions prevail¬

ing during a routine purification procedure, the

plasma under test was added to the tumour tissue
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during the homogenl2&tion in water. The test

plasma was thus in contact with the virus for ^ust

as long as the host antibodies would be. In

addition to this, en excess of test plasma was

added (between 2-4 ml. to 4 g tumour). Therefore,

any antibody in the test plasmas would have every

chance of exerting its inhibitory effect on the

virue•

The tumours, both control and with added

test plasms, were processed in the normal way

according to the scheme in Figure 1. Table VTI

summarizes the results of the ^nfactivity litres

performed by the day-old chick method already

described.

TA3LT VTV
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Absence of Circulating Antibody Inhibition
of Purified Rous or Fujinam! Virus.

Tumours and Plasmas Infective litre M.t.D.[*e/g
Untreated Slow Growing
Tumour Tumour +• Tumour
Control Pla ema

Rous + Plasma from Adult , „

Bird 10^ 10;
" 10^ lof
" 10, 10"103 105

Rous + Plasma from Bird
With Slow Growing ^ ,
Rous WijBBOur 10 10 0

Fujinami + Plaem© from q .
Adult Bird 10? loj

3 105 10?10\ log10? 10c
io. io;
10. 10c

loj loj
10 10

Pujinemi + Plasma From
Bird With Slow Grow- A f
ing Fujlnami Tumour 10 10 10'

Obviously the addition of the suspected

plasmas to the tumours had little or no effect on

the final activity of the purif-ed extracts.

Either adult birds and those bearing slow growing

tumours contained no neutralizing antibodies or

the purification procedure removed them. Claud©

(1937) shewed that the virus of Rous No. 1 sarcoma

4—could be separated from antibody by high speed

centrifugetion, while trypsin treatment also
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increases the activity of virus preparations,

probably by attacking antibody. Besides this,

the occurrence of netare1 antibodies in these

birds is low due to their freedom from the high

incidences of neoplastic disease common to many-

flocks. Breeding and rearing in isolation are

contributing factors here and confirmation of

the efficacy of ®3©h methods has recently been

obtained by Puran-Reyrals et al (1953).

(2) urifled "irus Yields an.d Infeot! vtty

Titrations of "low end Fast srowi nr 7u 1 innml

i.yi-cooarcomes in Vonnr and Old host a.

Two groups of birds were used in this

experiment, a young group (6 weeks), all from

the same hetch and inoculated at -the same time,

end an adult group (73-73 weeks) ell inoculated

at the same time. After inoculation with 0.5 ml

of a 10^ saline cell suspension of tumour, the

birds were palpated weekly and all sacrificed

when the tumours were 18 days old in the case of

the young group and 23 days for the adult group.

Tumour size was determined by the *■ sign method

as before and divided into slow and fast growing

types. Table VIII summarizes the Incidences of

tumour "takes" end the various size groups.
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TMtr VIT T

Incidence of Takes end humour Sizes in Toung
end Old Chickens Inoculated **iih 0.5 ml. 10f
Cell Suspension in Either Breast Muscle.

Age
Group

No,
Inocu¬
lated

Days
After
Inocu¬
lation

Neg.
+ (Too
Small to
*Jse)

+

+•+

4* 4 4

4-4-4-4

Young
(6 weeks) 23 18 4 4 3 12

Old
73-78
"zeekn 31 23 3 12 8 8

Young birds ere much more susceptible to tumour

inoculations than arc old birds. From the above

table it can be seen that 15 of 23 (65/0 young

birds developed tumours large enough to provide

material for extraction (about 5 g) within 18 days.

Of these 12 (1*0") were placed in the fast growing

category. In old hosts, however, only 16 of 31

(52?) birds developed usable tumours, and of these

8 (50?) were fast growing.

After removal from the birds, the tumours

were stored in Petrie dishes in the deep freeze.

The virus retains its activity for considerable

periods under these conditions (Epstein 1851 (a) ),

Come of the tumours were processed immediately and

the remainder within 2 weeks. All purif7ed virus
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prep©rations and their estimations were made by

the methods already described. Tables TX St X

summarize the results of the 31 tumours which

yielded sufficient material to work with,

TAqT'-

Infectivity of 31 Purified Bxtrects of Slow
end Fast Growing Fujtnsmi Myxosarcomas from
Adult and Young Hosts,

Host Age

Group

Infectivity M.I.D.*s / p Tumour
2

10 or less
Slow Fast

io3 - io4
Slow Fast

5
10 or Greater
Slow Fast

Young
(6 weeks)

Adult
( 73-78
w'eeks)

2 2

5 1

1 4

3 6

6

1

TABID X

Average Virus Concentrate Yields Arranged
in Order of Increasing Virus Infectivity

Infectivity
M.I.P.'s/ g
Tumour

No. of
Observa¬
tions

• Mean
Purified Virus
Yield and S.T5.

2
10 or less 10 0.39 - .04

l
= 105 - 104 14 0.38 - .03

103 or
Greater 7 0.32 - .05

Total Ave. Yield » 0.37 - 0.13
{ + Standard Deviation)
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Prom the Tebles IX end X it is apparent that

Pujinami virus, like Pous virus, produces more fa

growing tumours exhibiting high infectivity in

young birds than it does in adult hosts. Only
K

1 adul* bird grew a tumour exhibiting 10 M.I.I).1

g. es compared with 6 young birds, one of which

reached a tiire of 10^ M.I.D.'s/g. As with bous

Pujinami virus from slow growing tumours was

usually less infective than virus from fast

growing ones.

The range of infectivities for the whole
6

group was 10 to 10 M.I.D.'s/g. Purified viru«

yields, however, remained fairly constant at 0.37

- 0.13 rng/g tumour. "hen divided into groups

of low, medium and high infectivity (Table X)

no signif'cant differences appear in the virus

yields. Analysis of variance of the data is

given in Table XI from which it is again obvious

thet there is no significant varir.tion between

the means of the 3 groups.
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TAHLE XI

Analysts of Variance of the Average Virus
Concentrate Yields from Fujineml Tumours
Grouped According to Increasing Yield.

Source of Sum of Degrees Mean
Va riot ion Squares of Square

Freedom

Between Groups
(Table X) .0181 2 .00905

Within Groups
{Table T)
(Brror) .4892 28 .01747

Significance would require that the mean

square of variation between the groups must be

greater than the mean square of variation.

within the groups.

Pujinami, therefore, behaves in precisely

the same way as Bous Mo. 1 sarcoma in these

respect®. The only difference is a small one

in the yield, of purified, virus per g. of tumour.

( 3 ) Purified Part t c.-'la te v-,--lds from Glow

end "r~st Growing GR^hAS rumours In Younr and

Adult Posts.

Two groups of birds were used in this

experiment as in the previous one. The young

group were 6 weeks old, all from the seme hatch

and -inoculated simultaneously. The adult
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group wore 64—69 weeks old end inoculated

simultaneously. 0.5 ml. of a 10£ cell suspension

in saline was used as the inoculum and tumour

growth determined weekly by palpation. As this

tumour is more slowly growing 'hen either the

Hous or Pujinami soroomys, the birds were allowed

to grow their tumours for 6 weeks. By this time

it was possible to divide them into groups of

slow end fast growing types on the basis of the

+ sign method as before. However, the demarca¬

tion between the two types was not so clear as

with the f1.lters.ble tumours and It is probable that

the division into groups using the criterion of

size means little.

After removal from the birds, the tumours

were either processed immediately or after

storage in the deep freeze. Pre1 train ry

experiments showed that GHCH/16 tissue stored in

the deep freeze for up to 1 month was capable of

producing a tumour upon inoculation into chickens

and ell extractions were done within this time.

Table XII shows the mean purified particulate

yields from the various groups together with

their standard errors. ""he purifications

particulate estimations were done in the same
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way as before. As the tumour is not filterable,

no infectivity titrations wepossible.

'rA9T.Y XII

Average Purified Cytoplasmic Particulate
Yields from Slow and Past Growing ORCH/16
Tumours in Young and Adult Hosts.

low Growing ?ast Growing j
Ho. of
Ob serva- Yg/g mumour
ttons (and

Host Age
Group

Young
( 6 weeks)

Adult
(64-69
weeks)

No. of
Observa¬
tions

9

5

Mg/g Tumour
( and 5.H.)

4.72 - .36

4.12 1 .49

6

12

4.98 - .44

4.66 1 .31

Total Ave. Yield » 4,65 - 0.99
( & Sta nda rd Bevi©ti on)

Again, little variation in the yields of

particulates, similar in size and chemical

composition to "Rous Virus but looking infectivity,

was found in any of the groups. The yield per g.,

however, is much higher end bears out Howatson'e

observations (personal oommunication) usin- the

electron mioroscope. Analysis of variance of the

data in Table XII is given in Table XIII for the

P-<way classification - age of host and rate of

growth. Again all main effects and their

interaction ore Insignificant, -------
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Analysis of Variance of the Veen Particulate
Yields from the Groups of ORCH/16 Tumour®
Given in Table XII.

Source of Variation Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Me©n
Squares

Between Age Groups 1 .603 .808

Between Growth Bete
Groups 1 .363 .568

Interaction 1 .742 .742

within Groups (Error) 28 33.031 1.179

(4) purified Virus aid Particulate Yields

Expressed as Telght per Cell .

It was thought that a more accurate idee of

the true virus and particulate yields from the

tumours studied might be gained from expressing

them as dry weight per cell. Cell counts were

done, therefore, by the methods described. In

[ Table XIV the values obtained for the three
tumours are presented along with the similar values

: worked out from the stained microscopic slides,

| The slides were made by fixing smell pieces of

tumour in Sous® *»nd staining with haeraatoxyltn and

eosin. 30 different fields were examined end

cells counted with the aid of crossed hairs in the

—j eyepiece. By calibrating the diameter of the
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field, the average number of cells for a depth of

5 )x (the average depth of field) was obtained#

Knowing the area of the field the to4el cell count

could then be calculated.

TABID XIV

Average Cell Content, of Rous, Fujinarai and CRCH/16
""amours estimated by the Horaogenizatlon Procedure
end by Direct Counting of Ftsined Slides.

Tumour
Observa¬
tions

Cell Content per g. Tissue
Homogenizetlon

( '- S.D.)
Direct Count

Rous 5

Fuj'nsmi 7

GRCH/16 4

32.2 £ 2.9 x 107
29.0 £ 2.1 x 107
97.2 £ 3.0 x 107

28.8 x 107
27.5 x 107
86.4 x 107

The close agreement by the two methods Is

apparent and the standard devi.atf.ons of the

homogenized preparations gives en indication of

the reproducibility of the results by this method.

Samples of tumour from both slow and fast growing

types were included and the cell counts were

always very similar.

It has now become possible to recalculate the

virus and particulate yields as dry weight per cell

and this has been done in Table XV using the virus

yields from the previous experiments. ""he final



column gives an. approximation to the number of

virus or cytoplasmic particulates assuming a

—16
mass of 3.2 x 10*" g for each particle ( calcul®-

mjC
ted for a sphere of radius 4.0 x 10 cm with a

density of 1.3 - values calculated for Rous

sarcoma virus fro® centrifuge, filtration and

electron microscope studies already discussed).

Tt was felt that a comparison in this way was

justifiable since the size range of the particles

selected by a given procedure is dependent on

such things as the force of the centrifuge!

field applied end the degree of homogenidation.

In all the extractions done throughout this work,

the same conditions have applied and it is almost

certain that the purified concentrates are made

up of particles within the same size range,

Howateon (1953) has made this clear by photo¬

graphing s wide variety of tissue extracts mode

in the same,way, in the electron mioroscope.

Photographs of MHg (filterable) tumour virus
and 9RCH/16 particulates show a very similar

size range.
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TABLR XV

Y5.r-.is and Particulate Yields Recalculated
as Dry height per Cell
Particles per Cell.

and lumbers of

Average Virus or Particulate Yield

Tumour Mg. per Cell No. of Particulate
per Cell

Rous 1.43 x 10"*9 4,500

Fujinami 1.28 x 10*9 4,000

GRCH/16 3.33 x 10~9 16,600

On this bests, the apparent differences

between the yields from each tumour are

considerably reduced. It is now seen that

the two filterable bprcomas contain roughly

the same amount of purified virus material

whereas the non filterable G1CR/16 tumour

contains almost exactly 4 times as much

pa rticulate materiel.
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Experimental (continued)

( 3) Growth o f the Ho as No, 1 Sarcoma as

an soitea Tumouri some observetlong and

mepf.rementg of Tnfectivttv and Purified Virus,

The importance and convenience of the mouse

and rat ascites tumours in cancer research has

been discussed In the introduction* Early in

1953 it was decided to attempt to adapt the Hous

No, 1 sarcoma to this form of growth in order

to study its characteristics under different

conditions. The production of large numbers

of discrete tumour cells such as are found in

the mammalian asoites tumours might favour the

preparation of purer v'rup. Epstein (1951b)

has already noted the ability of Hous sarcoma-

to grow in the intraperitoneal cavity,

?"alert;-: 13 ana '-'ethods

Animal material, preparation and purification

of virus and infectivity tests have all been

described in detail In the first set of

experiments. Any other techniques in the

present paper do not require detailed explanation

end will be described with the experiment
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Experimental

(1) Establishment of the ascites taraour»

A 10? suspension of cells from a rapidly

growing "Rous !fo. 1 sarcoma was preptred by

macerating 1#0 g tissue in 9«0 ml. of 0.05?

saline in en all glass macerator. TTeing a wide

bore needle, 1 ml. of the suspension was

inoculated into the abdominal cavity of each

of 2 6-week old chickens from the Intensity x

Breading line. The needle was introduced into

the soft pert of the abdomen edj?cent to the

anterior end of the right pubis. Eith care,

the inoculum could be deposited between the

folds of the intestine without penetration of the

gizzard or other tissues. the first bird died

17 daya after the inoculation and, upon examina¬

tion was found to contain about 12-15 ml, of

mucous ascitic fluid which was removed for

inoculation into fresh birds. The second bird

was killed 29 days after Inoculation and yielded

about 3^ fluid. Rous tissue was found to

have attached itself to the abdominal wall,

surface of the gizzard, intestine and peritoneum,

Several small, loosely adherent nodules were to



be seen on the surface of the liver and the

pancreas showed evidence of extensive invasion.

^he tumour has now been carried through

31 passages. go far 147 birds have been

Inoculated end 132 successful tumours recorded

(90^)» Most of the negative results are

probably due to failure of the malignant cells

to multiply fast enough to overcome the natural

defences of the bird in destroying them.

Usually, small subcutaneous tumours grew at the

site of entry of the needle.

The rapid growth of the Rous tissue and

its invasion of the internal organs has been

observed in all subsequent passages. Small

nodules of tumour tissue attached themselves to

the surface of the organs end then proceeded to

infiltrate 'he membrane end musculature, often

penetrating to the interior of the organ itself.

Ovary and pancreas tissue were often almost

completely replaced by Rous and such extensive

encroachment was noted after only 10 days growth

of the tumour. fable XVI lists the freq enoy

end microscopic organ invasion

by the Rous ascites tumour in 30 birds examined

from the first 12 passages and autopsted 9-19

devs after inoculation of the tumour.
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TABT.F XVI

Frequency of Organ Invasion by Hons ascites
Tumour during first 12 passages (examined 9-
19 days after inoculation)

Organ JJo. of Birds
Showing Involvement

Oizza rd 30/30

pancreas 27/30

Duodenum 27/30

Spleen 25/30

Ovary 17/20

Testis 5A0

Liver 12/30

Heart 10/30

Adrenal 10/30

Kidney 7/30

Lungs 1/30

The ascites flu* <1 itself, when examined

under the microscope is seen to contain mostly
* ' •

individual cells and a few small clumps of cells.

The smell clumps can be effectively broken down

into individuals by the addition of trypsin to

the suspension end gentle pipetting. There are

(usuelly 10-15 ml. pale yellow, viscous fluid

present In a 6-week old chicken after 10-12
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days incubation, although the amount is very

variable, sometimes as much as 60 ml. being

available. The animals generally survive 12-14

days.

The cells account for about 10^ of the fluid

volume. Differential counts made from sterned

smears using the Oiemse stein and done at various

times d 'ring- passaging show that roughly 50^ of

the cells are round malignant cells. The

remainder are leukocytes, lymphocytes and connect!

tissue cells (histiocytes, macrophages).

Occasionally, red blood cells ere present due to

haemorrhage, but these are never included in

differential counts. The proportion of 50*

malignant cells h<~e, within narrow limits,

remained unchanged throughout the 31 passages

so far maintained. ""henever intensive invasion

has occurred, the secondary growth has resumed its

normal histology of whorllng bundles of spindle

cells. On numerous occasions, virus or whole

cells have been inoculated into the muscles of

bifd^ and, again there is an immediate return

to the normal histological picture of a solid

Hous No. 1 sarcoma."
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(2) Microscopic Txamin-tton of Livens and

^Ixed Ascites Cells.

Smears of the ©settle fluid have been made

end stained with either Giemse, Feulgen or iron

hsematoxylin for examination in the microscope.

Figure 3 shows the typioel appear©nee of the

fluid using iron heemetoxylin stain.

The cytoplasmic end nuclear changes in Fous

sercoma cells cultivated in vitro have been

described (Tenenbeum & Boljanski 1G41, Doljsnski

& "enenboum 1943) and many of their descriptions

apply to the appearance of the cells grown intre-

peritoneely. The most obvious feature is the

tremendous range in size of the cells. Most

of them ere 8-12 ji in diameter when smeared ©nd
stained with iron haemetoxylin, but some have

been observed with © diameter of 22 p. ""he

average length of the chicken red blood cell in

the same smears is 11 ji. The blue staining

granule end thread network in the peripheral

cytoplasm (Giemse stain) end the dense central

zone can be seen, as well as the large cytoplasmic

vacuoles end club shaped peeudopodia. The

ntfolel often show many particulate masses,
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eometimes scattered at random end sometimes

arranged round the periphery of the nuoleus, "'he

gathering of this granular materiel into the centre

of the nucleus, leaving a dear gone between it

and the nuclear membrane as described by

Tenenbaum end foljenski (1941) is only rarely

seen in these preparations. Large round or

rod shaped, densely staining nucleoli ©re common

end, occasionally, irregularly shaped ones are

to be found* Multinucleate cells ©re present

end many contain fragmented nuclei with as many

as 15-20 fragments. Measurement of the

frequency of multinucleate cells is given in the

next experiment.

Ascitic fluid examined microscopically by

dark field illumination on the warm stage pro¬

vides an excellent opportunity to observe the

living cells for long periods of time. The

fluid is usually diluted 1:1 with Q.85f saline and

a drop sealed between slide and cover slip.

With this technique some of the cytoplasmic

and nuclear changes already mentioned oen be

seen with great, clarity, The dense central area
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of the cytoplasm almost fills the whole cell at

times end appears to be composed of granules and

particles of various sizes (Fig. 4). The smaller

particles undergo rapid Brownien movement. The

lace edge appearance of the cells is typical of

fresh preparations and the cell membrane tends to

become more regular after a few hours. In the

peripheral area of the cytoplasm, and in the

pseudopodie, a very fine "mist" of minute

particles can sometimes be seen, although this

does not occur in every cell. ^he club shaped

peeudopodia described by Doljnnski & Tenenbsum

(1943) are a ooramon feature and sometimes become

detached, forming free spherical "bubbles" of

protoplasm, usually shimmering with the rapid

Brownien movement of very fine particles.

Similar vesicles ere seen, especially in the clamps

of aggregated cells, in which either particles or

an interwoven mass of fine filaments appears.

The filaments, too, are in constant motion and are

sometimes accompanied by granules. Fhen the

preparations ere left on the warm stage for long

periods of time, the particle filled vesicles

become more abundant. After 72 hours, they can
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be seen In large numbers, some of them undergoing

an apparent amoeboid movement due to the vigorous

activity of the particles. Filaments, whether

in the cytoplasm or attach >d to the cell membrane

and streaming in the surrounding fluid are a

common feature of the bo \s ascites tumour (Fig. 5).

These structures have been re-examined end

discussed recently by Campbell (1952). They

have been shown to be present not only in patholo¬

gical blood conditions, but also in no rise 1 blood

after it has been kept for several hours under

sterile conditions. In the Roue ascitic tumour

and in erythroleukaemic blo"<d ( Campbell 1952)

filamentous structures ere present in fresh

preparations and may be associated with the high

rate of cell degeneration. The possibility that

they may represent a method of virus release from

infected cells must be borne in mind. Similar

structures have been observed associated with

cells infected with influenza virus by Hoyle (1150)

and Wyckoff (1951).

A peculiar filamentous structure, encountered

only occasionally, is represented by the spear-

shaped process shown in figure 6. ^he tips of



Explanation of Figures 3-6

Hg, 3, - Smear of Hous ascites fluid (7th
passage). X-on haemetoxylin x 1000.

Fig. 4. - Living ascites tumour sell (14th pa seeg 1

Lark field illumination, x 4000,

Fig. 5. - Living ascites tumour cell shoeing

filaments stretched in cobweb fashion

from one cell to another (14th passage

Park field illomlnstlon. x 4000.

Fig. 6. - Living ascites tumour cell showing

spear shaped pseudopodia which later

break off forming external filaments

(14th passage). Dark field

illumination, x 4000.

0.

>.



FIGURE 5. FIGURE 6.
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these "spears" often increase In length end

become thinner until they eventually pert about

helf way along the thread so formed• The outer

part of the thread becomes an external, free

flo- ting filament and the inner part withdraws to

the cell, forming a small protrusion on the cell

membrane. This type of structure usually oecurrs

in cells having a poorly defined nucleus under
.

conditions of dark ground illumination.

The fluid surrounding the cells also contains

numerous tiny rapidly moving particles which

scatter light. Multinucleate cells show up very

well and, occaslonelly, the final stages of the

separation of two nuclei have been observed in

cells which have failed to cleave.

( 3) frequency of ""ul*?.nucleate Cells in the
_

Pour spites "amour

Smears made at various times during the

passaging of the tumour and stained with Oiemsa,

iron haematoxylin or leishm&n were used for
'

differential counts of multinucleate forms of

malignant cells. Karyorrhetic and mitotic

cells are also easily distinguishable end have

been 1ncluded In the counts. rahc samples
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summerized in Table XYIT were ell taken between

the 10th end 14th day after inoculation end at

least 500 cells were counted. Only cells con¬

taining morphologically normal nuclei have been

included in the multinucleer forms. Such cells

arise bees se of failure of cellular cleavage after

nuclear division. The obviously pathological type

In which as many as 20 darkly staining pyknotic

fragments were sometimes seen, are listed as

"karyorrhexi sM in the table.

TABLK XVIT

Frequency of Multinucleate, Ker orrhetic and
mitotic cells in samples of the 7th, 13th,
17th end 31st nesaarresof the Tous /-cites Tumour

No. of Nuclei
per cell

f of
7th
Pass.

Total
13 th
Pa ss.

Tumour
17th
Pass.

Cells
31st
Pass. Ave.

1 88.5 88.0 83.6 89.5 87.4

2 7.5 8.8 11.8 6.3 8.6

3 0.8 0.9 1.2 1.2 1.0

4 - - 0.2 - 0.1

Karyorrhexis 1.9 0.6 2.0 1.2 1.4

Mitosis 1.3 1.7 1.2 1.8 1.5

It is apparent that multinuclear forms

account for approximstely 10? of the total

malignant cells, while mitosis end karyorrhexis
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©onstltu'e 1.5 end 1,4? respectively#

(4) Infective Virus in Ascites and -'olid

Roue sr room? s.

The ascites form of Roue afforded excellent

material for determining the infective virus

content of cashed cells by the day old chick

titration method. The procedure for obtaining

the virus was simple# Usually 10 ml. ascitic

fluid were treated in a graduated centrifuge tube

with 1 mgm hyelurontdase for 15-30 mine, to

reduce the viscosity of the fluid. The cells

were then thrown down in the centrifuge# ^he

supernatant was pale yellow in colour, sometimes

with a greenish tinge if blood breakdown products

were present, and was faintly opaque. The
•

packed cells (about 10$ of the to'al fluid

volume) were then resuspended in 0 ml. saline

and deposited again. Finally, the washed cells

were lysed in 9 ml. distilled water to release

the virus and diluted serially in tenfold steps

for titration in chicks.
.

Table XVIII shows the results for one bird

from each of the first. 10 passages, along with

two sets of figures obtained fo * the""'solid form
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ot Rous with the mucous exud&te which often forms

in rapidly growing tumours. ^he results ere

expressed es minimum Infective doses (M.I.D.) per

g. pecked cells or tissue end M.I.I), per ml,

fluid or exudate. The blanks indicate that a

titration was not done.
TA3LE XVIII

Infectivlty of Cell Extracts end Cell-?ree
Fluid of the Rous Ascites "amour and the
Solid Rous Ho. 1 Sarcoma

Ascites Tumour Infective Virus Content
Intra cellule r ?1ui d

Passage Ho. (M.I.B.'a/g. cells) (M.T,B.f s/ml•'
1 - 10 4
2 - 10 4
3 105 10 5
4 104 10 3

5
6

10 105
6 - 104

7 105 10 5

8 105 . V\;., 10 5

9 106 10 5

10 105 104

Solid Rous
Sa rooraa Intracellular Exudate
Expt. No. (M.I.D,' s/r. tissue) (M.I.D.'s/ml.

1 10 5 104
2 ID? —
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It Is apparent that the tumour end virus

have adapted themselves with ease to the new form

of growth with no discernible effect on Infective

virus production. The vlr ss litres of cell

contents and fluid follow each other fairly

closely with, however, a tendency towards less

Infeotivlty in the fluid. In 4 of the 7 pairs

of results, the intracellular virus shows one

log^Q dose higher infeotlvity than that of the
fluid. In this respect 4he ascites tumour

behaves in the same way as the solid sarcoma and

its exudate.

( 5) ostimr-tlon of Total Purified Virus in

the fells and Cell-Free Pluid of the 7oua

Ascites Tumour.

In view of the differences encountered in

the infactivity litres of the fluid and cells,

estimates have been made of the amounts of

purified virus material obtainable from both

sources. Isolation and purification of the

virus was done by the methods already described

In detail in the first set of experiments. Cell

washed in 0.855 saline were used as the source of

.-free fluid, treated

s
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vith hyeluronidase to reduce viscosity served as

the source for fluid-virus. The biuret method

described previously was used to estimate the
• * ' ■ ■" y:- ■ . <

quantities of virus. During the wishing of the

cells, a cell count was done in a hemacytometer.

In Table XIX the results of 4 determinations

of the intracellular virus of the Bous ascites

tumour are expressed as (1) mg. dry weight per

g. of packed cells and (?) rag. dry weight per

cell# This may be compared with the data for

the purified virus yield of solid T?ous sarcoma

also given in the table. The letter results

are taken from the Experimental section 1. "'he

final column gives the yields of purified virus

from the cell-free fluid as mg, dry weight per

ml. fluid.

TABLE XIX/
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TABIC rj T

Purified Virus Meterial in Cells of Solid
Rous Mo. 1 Sarcoma end in cells and cell
free fluid of Rous Ascites Clamour.

""umour Intracellule r Cell-free Plui

mg. per g. mg. per cell mg. per ml.

Sous 1. 0.42 0.92 X 10~9 0.015

J scites 2.. 0.31 0.88 X 10~9 0.015

3. 0.14 CO,o X
-Q

10 0.014

4. 0.37 0.82 X
«Q

10 - wa»

Average oto.o 0.86 X
1

oH 0.015

3o1 id Rous

1 Sarcoma. 0.46 1.43 X 10 - -

It is at once clear that the estimates based

on yield per cell are in much better agreement

with each other than ere those based on weight

of pecked cells. It Is increasingly evident

that in experiments of this type, where one

wishes to determine the cellular contents of

materials, it is more suitable to state the

amount per cell than the amount per unit weight

of tissue.

In terms of dry weight per unit volume, the

cell-free ascites fluid contains only 5f of the

"purified" virus material found in the cells.
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The cells of the solid ftou© tumour yield 6bf-

more purified material than do tho-e of the asolte

variant. The low yield from cell-free fluid,

therefore, accounts for its reduced Infectivity

as compared with the cells. Any differences in

purity between the cellular yields from solid

end ascit s tumour© are not sufficient to be

detected by the day old chick titration method.
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Experimeritel f continued)

( 4) growth .Chereotftyigtlcg of the ^oue

Accites Tumour.

Growth of a t aour in the form of a cell

suspension in the intraperitoneal cavity enables

a direct study to be made of the increases in

total tumour cells with time, This has been done

for the Ehrlich and MG1M mouse ascites tumours

by Flein end Bevesz (1953). lasattaki (1952)

used ascites forme of S3? end T2146 mouse tumours

to study the morphology and mitosis of the tumour

calls throughout their growth period. mhe 'Rous

ascites tumour provides the opportunity of

comparing a virus induced tumour with.the non-

filterable mammalian ones so far studied in this

respect,.

listeria Is -'-nd Methods. - Preparation of

stonda rd inoc d urn

Five week old chickens of the Intensity x

Breeding line were used. Care woa taken to

choose birds of approximate!y equal size, A

stands rd inoculum of 5 million tumour cells was

prepared and utilized as follows, A bird bearing

e well developed 14 "day ascites tumour from the
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27th passage was killed and as much ascites fluid

as possible was removed esepttcally with a glass

micro-pipette fitted with a rubber bulb. A
'

sample was immediately smeared, fixed in 7use

and stained with Leishman stain. At the asme

time, a cell count was made of another sample of

fluid. fhe remainder of the fluid was stored in

the refrigerator until needed.
6

The cell count gave 25.6 x 10 total cells/

ml. from the stained slide, a differential count

showed that 244/513 (485) of the cells were

malignant Rous cells. Thus the fluid was now

6
known to contain 12.3 x 10 Rous cells/ml. and

was diluted with saline to give a suspension
6

containing 5 x 10 Rous cells/ml. 1.0 ml. was

Inoculated into each of 40 5-we@k old chickens

which v-ere then allowed to feed on routine

chicken mash end water lib.

Method of harvesting cells

Tech dev after inoculation 3 birds -ere

killed and the total intraperitoneal cell

content determined. To do this, the skin was

removed from the abdomen and a. smell hole made

Htn the body-"weUr-immediately adjacent to the
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right pubis. As much fluid es possible was

removed with a glass pipette end bulb. dinger's

solution was then introduced into the body cavity

in approximately 5 ml. amounts end circulated

about b" tilting the carcass. The linger washing

was then removed by means of the glass pipette

and bulb. This operation was continued until the

washings became quite clear and no further cells

could be removed. The volume of the total fluid

and washings was then measured and a cell count

done in a hemacytometer. A sample of the harvest

was centrlfuged to deposit the cells which were

then taken up in a small quantity of 5f saline-

gelatin for smear'ng and staining. A differential

count was donet which, in conjunction with the

total cell count, gave an estimate of the total

tumour cell consent of the bird.

The mitotic index was estimated for a 500

cell sample each day from the stained smears.

Invasion of internal organs was followed by

taking sections of heart, lungs, liver, spleen,

pancreas, duodenum, kidney and ovsry or testis

from each b'rd.

experimental

( 1) Growth curv- of the Pous 'spites rumour. .



FIGURE 7
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Total tumour cell contents estimated as

described were determined end ere plotted as

log tumour cell numbers in the graph In figure

7. 15aoh point on the graph represents the mean

of 3 determinations with the exception of the

3rd and 13th days. At the 3rd day only 2 birds

were used end et the 13th day only 1 remained

alive. The first death occurred at 11 days and

by the 1.3th day, ell the remaining animals but

one had died.

Then calculating the best curve to fit the

observed points it was decided to ignore the

observations made prior to the 4th dev. Tt was

not until then that the numbers of tumour cells

in the fluid had risen markedly above that at 0

time following the initial fall. The stained

smears made during the first 3 days showed

numerous giant macrophages containing phego-

cytosed cells end cell fragments and It is

probeble that this period is required as a

"latent period" in order for the tumour to

establish itself (See Experiment 4). Also,

the mitotic index had not established itself

at a maximum until 3 days after inoc ilation.
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Another objection to using the early points is

the fact that the error in determining numbers

of tumour cells increases markedly as the cell

numbers decrease. Blood smears made during the

first 3 days showed no evidence of © migration

of malignant cells to the circulating blood,

A best straight line fitted to all the

point© beyond the 4th day was found to conform

to the regression equation y a 0,189x + 7,53

(figure 7). Analysis of variance revealed that

the variation due to regression was very highly

significant, Table XX shows that the mean

square of the deviations from regression are

extremel;' ©mall compared to the mean squares of

the regression (F « 36.85 fo;' 1 & 14 degrees of

freedom),

TABT.-B XX

Analysis of Variance of the deviation from
the 'Regression Equation y « 0»189x + 7.53.

Source of Va.ri.at ion Teg, of Mean
Freedom Squares

degression 1 4.6501

Deviation from degression 6 0.0193

Error 14 0.1262
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Th© numbers of tumour cells increase

exponentially with time after the 4th day and

reach a maximum of approximately 2000 million

in 13 days in & bird inoculated ©t 5 weeks f

age. There was no justification for placing

anything but en exponential interpretation on

the present set of results and no dying away

of the growth curve was apparent towards the end.

(2) Variation in the Percentages of Tumour

end non-Tumour Cells with Time.

The percentages of tumour cells each day

were calculated by differential counts of stained

smears and are plotted in figure 9. The

percentage et time 0 did not correspond to that

of the inoculum because of the normal occurrence

of intraperitoneal cell-containing fluid in small

amounts. Five normal 5-week old chickens were

used to determine the normal number of free

intraperitoneal cells by the flushing technique

already described. It was found that en

6
average of 3.1 x 10 must be added to the

inoculated number of cells in order to obtain

a true estimate of the f of intraperitoneal

tumour cells at 0 time (Fig. 9),



PERCENTAGE MITOSIS IN SOLID & FREE TUMOUR CELLS AT VARIOUS

TIMES AFTER THE INOCULATION OF 5 X IO^ ROUS CELLS

DAYS AFTER INOCULATION

FIGURE 8.

PERCENT TUMOUR CELLS IN TOTAL RECOVERED

AFTER INOCULATION OF 5 X IC^ ROUS CELLS

DAYS AFTER INOCULATION

FIGURE 9.
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From the figure It can be seen that there was

a sudden drop In the relative number of tumour

cells owing to he response of the host to the

Inoculum by mobilising Its defences ©gainst the

new invasion, end the aggregation of tumour cells

into small attached foci of malignant cells in the

vicinity of the pancreas end duodenum (Experiment

4)„ Large numbers of lymphocytes, leukocytes

end connective tissue cells made their appearance

end it ves not until the 4th day that the

percentage of tumour cells had reached that in

+he Inoculum. After this there wss a rapid

inoreese to the maximum of about 50# tumour

cells which remained fairly constant to the end.

this tumour never reaches the "nearly pure

culture" stage of the mouse ascites tumours, with

70-00 per cent malignant cells (Klein & Oevesz

1953)* the data show, however, that after

the latent period the increase of tumour cells

and non-tumour cells go hand in hand, roughly

equal numbers of each being produced.

( 3) Mitosis f:.nd Mitotic Cycle d »rin=" the

growth oi" the Oous Ascites.

Agsin usThg steined emeer prep©rati one it
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was possible to determine the percent mitosis in

both the suspended cells end the solid invasive

growths, throughout the growth of the esettee

tumour. Total mitoses include recognizable

prophase right through to separation of the

daughter cells. In this regard it might be

menttoned that cells were often observed In

telophase after failure of cleavage of the cell.

This seemed to be the main cause of abnormal

mitosis apart from chromosome stickiness. The

I>ereentage mitosis for both cells and solid

tissue are plotted in figure <3.
t

It is obvious that the mitotic index of the

free cells remains fairly constant throughout

the growth cycle except for a rise at the

beginning end a fell at the end. That of the

solid Pous tissue appears more erratic but shows

the same rise and fall. In describing the

Pous ascites tumour in Experimental Section 3, it

was found that the mitotic index was about 1.5

per cent. It is now seen that this is a low

figure encountered only when the tumour growth is

near or at its end. During the 1< st day or two
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of tumour growth the bird becomes moribund end

it is obvious that its whole metabolism is

upset. A truer average figure for the mitotio

index would be 3»0f.
■

It is possible now to estimate the average

length of the mitotic cycle of the freely

suspended cells provided certain assumptions

ere made. First it is assumed thet the

logarithmic relationship between tumour cell

numbers and time is true and that the straight

line drawn represents the true Increase of cell

numbers with time. The mean generation time

for the tumour cell population can then be

calculated from the equation

T2 ~ T1
e 81 log Ng - log M1 x log 2
where g « mean generation time, Mg = number of
viable cells at time T_ and Nn = number of2 I

viable cells ©t time T . Secondly it is
1

assumed that there is no Increase in percentage

cell death with time. Wo such effect has

been found with either $37 or the Fhrlich

ascites tumour when using: special staining

techniques (Klein JL Revesz 1953)• The nature

of the ascites tumour growth is such th«t,
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in ell probability, there are plenty of nutrients

available at all times for all the cells.

Thirdly the assumption is made that the majority

of the tumour cells can undergo mitosis during

the entire growth cycle and that *gH represent®

the average total length of one interphase +

mitosis. The average mitotic time, or length

of mitoses can be calculated from Crick's

formula (quoted by Hughs 1952)* The formula

relates the interm!totic period to the

proportion of cells in mitosis es follows:

llm ">f Mila&la * im? s> - I±i3
Total time of mitosis + Interphase " ^e * % 1+R

where H is the fraction of cells in mitosis

Tf the intermitotic period is relatively

long, R is thus small and the right hand side

of the equation approximates to R. The

equation then becomes!

Time of mitosis
_ . , , -,.

Mean generation time ~ i#44K • *••••{?)
From the equation (1) the mean generation

time for the logarithmic phase of the growth

curve is 38 hours. Tieing this value end

equation (3) the mitotic time has been

calculated for each day from the 4th - 13th

day® of growth (Table XXI).
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TABLT XXX

Time of Mitosis He oh Day During the Logarithmic
Phsse of Ascites Tumour Growth Calculated for a

Me?n feneration time of 38 hours.

Time After
Inoculation
{ Days)

Mitotic
Index

Time of
Mitosis
(minutes)

4 2.84 93.2

6 3.02 98.0

7 2.90 94.1

8 3.31 109

9 3.27 107

10 3.33 111

11 2.35 76.1

13 1.50 48.5

Average 92.1

Provided the assumptions regarding the

logarithmic increase In tumour cell numbers,

the low incidence of cell death and the

participation of the majority of cells in

mitosis are correct, "'able XXI gives a reasonable

estimate of the mitotic time for Hous sarooma

cells grown in the form of an ascites tumour.

The average time of mitosis is 92.1 minutes.

Ho previous data is available for comparison

with: this figure.
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(4) Host ssue Invasion Purine Growth of the

•Rous Ascites Tumour.

Sections of heart, lungs, liver, spleen,

ovary or testis, adrenal, peritoneum, pancreas

end duodenum were made from most birds throughout

the growth experiment. The sections were fixed

in Sues end stained with hsemstoxylin and

eosin in order to determine the course of tumour

invasion of the host tissues. Table TTIT shows

the progressive invasive tendencies of the

tumour. In this table, + indicates proliferating

nodules of attached tumour tissue but no

infiltration into the organ. ++ indicates

actual invasion and replacement of normal host

tissue.
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TABLB XXII

Tumour ^Issue Attachment end Invasion of
Host Organ's following Int reperitoneal Tn-
oculetlon of 5 x 10^ Hons Cells.

Time Host Tissues Involved (4 « A ttaohment, 44 = Invasion)
After %•
Inoc, Bird Peri- Pen-- Duod- Sex ■ Li¬ dr-
(Beys) No. ton. or«f s enum Spleen Clend ver enel Heart Lungs

1 1 - - — — - - 4M» mm mm

2 ♦ 4* - - - «*» - - mm

3 4 4 — — MR — — wm -

2 1 + 4* • — - - mm —

2 + 4 - — - - mm mm mm

3 4 4 — — — — — — —

3 1 4 4 - — • — — mm mm

2 44 4 — — mm — - - -

4 1 44 4 4 — — — — —

2 44 4 44 - - - «n» . -

3 — — — — — — — — -

6 1 44 44 44 44 44 — — _

2 44 - 44 — «■* - - - -

3 44 44 44 44 44 - — - -

7 1 44 4-4- 44 44 4 4 mm mm

2 44 4*4* 44 44 4 44 • - mm

3 44 44 44 44 4 4 - mm »

9 1 44 44 44 44 44 4 44 4 4

2 44 4*4* 44 44 44 4 4 - 4

3 44 44 44 44 — — 4 — -

10 1 44 44 44 44 44 4 4 4 4

2 44 4*4* 44 44 44 44 44 -

3 44 44 44 44 4 - 4 - -

13 1 44 44 44 44 44 - 4 4 4
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From the Table, It is apparent that prolifera

tion of tiscue in the solid form starts very soon

after the initial inoculation of Ho us cells.

After only 24 hours the peritoneum and the pan¬

creas are providing: the supporting surface for

Bous growth. By 6 days, the peritoneum,

pane eas, duodenum, spleen and ovary are all

being invaded and the occurrence of solid tumour

tissue is already becoming widespread. At 9

days, almost all the organs examined were

involved to a greater or lesser degree. It

seems that the establishment of the solid tumour

tissue takes place well in advance of the

beginning of the logarithmic increase in free

tumour cell numbers. It is highly probable

that the growth of Bous sercome in the ascites

form depends on the successful establishment of
s

these f-^ci of solid growth, for where there was

a reduced tendenoy to invasiveness, the yield

of ascites tumour cells was ven low ( 6th day-

bird !?o. 2., 9th da ' bird Mo. 3). ™hese two
6 6

birds yielded 46.3 x 10 and 43.0 x 10 tumour

cells respectively. By locating these points
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in figure 7 it can be Been immediately that these

values are much bolor the average and perhaps

indicate that these birds were ones which would

have grown "slow growing" Rous tumours if the

transplant had been made intramuscularly.

(5) Fa'lure of Cell-Free Virus to live lire

to an Ascites Tumour.

Six 6-week old chicks were inoculated with

1000 M.T.D.*s Rous sarcoma virus intreperitonealy

as described for the cellular inoculations.

Three weeks later, there was no sign of distress

among the birds but two of them had small

palpable tumours at the site of injection. All

the animals were sacrificed end examined for any

signs of ascites. None exhibited any evidence

at all of tumour growth intraperitonealy

although the two already mentioned had small

firm tumours growing at the site of entry of the

needle•

The intraperltoneal inoculation of cell-free

virus, therefore, does not result in the

establishment of an ascites Rous tumour.
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VI £1bc asp, Ion

One of the hindrances to 4he quantitative

study of virus multiplication in the past has

been a suitable method for estimating the numbers

of virus particles produced by cell© under

various conditions. The experiment© in the

first part of this thesis describe a rapid end

accurate procedure whereby this con be done

provided sufficient material is available. The

biuret reaction for proteins has been adapted

for this purpose end from the measurements in

Table II it is fairly safe to assume that ell

or nearly all of the viri© protein takes part

in the reaction. Figure 2 shows that a

linear relationship holds for quantities of

purified virus or particulate material up to

about 5.25 mg. dry weight per 2.0 ml biuret

complex. The method oan be used with

confidence to estimate as little as 0.05 mg,

virus material vhi.oh represents approximately

1.0 g. of Four sarcoma tissue. Fortunately,

the Vrus induced tumours lend themselves well

to such measurements because they consist of

lumps of little but infected cellos and the

problem© of purifying are thereby reduced.



Measurementb of virus yield, virus protein yield

end the distribution of protein during purification

ell agree veil with the results of other workers

uring different methods.

Armed with a means for estimating v*rue

particles quantitatively and tumour infecttvity,
it was immediately possible to attack the

problem of virus synthesis more directly than

in the past. It had been known for some time

that the infectlvity of virus induced tumours

7
web very vs. ri able, re nging from 10 infeetive

doses per g. down to tumours which showed no

infeotlvity at all but obviously contained

something akin to a virus since it could be

made to reapoear by growth in a suitable host,

(see introduction). It wes of interest,

therefore, to see if the variation In infectivlt.y

was accompanied by a variation in the synthesis

of virus particles.

The results for 'Rous and Fujinsmi sercomes

show conclusively that no significant variation

in the production of total purified virus

material accompanies the tremendously wide

variation in infectivity (0-10^ I'.T.p,/ for
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6
Rous and. 0-10 K.I.D./g for Fujinami). A glance

at Tables VI end X will bear this statement out.

Furthermore, young hosts (.nd old hosts produced

tumours yielding the same amounts of virus and

slow end fast growing tumours likewise produced

equal quantities of virus material. In a recent-

study Fckert et al (1952) showed by a different

method that the same relationship holds for

another member of the neoplastic diseases of fowl,
nrmely, erythromyeloblastic leukosis. These

authors could find no correlation between, the

infectivity, numberof primitive cells, or the

number of virus particles in the blood of

infected birds. Their method of counting

particles was to deposit them onto a gelatin

surface in the ultra-centrifuge and count

directly in the electron microscope.

An objection might be raised that such a

smell part of the purified materiel is really

virus thet any fluctuations in it would escape

notice. Against this objection may bo Quoted

the evidence that virus concentrates prepared

by similar methods only give rise to the production

of sme11. anonntsofantt-fowl pvote in preelpitins
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In the sere of rabbits? (Amies Bt Carr 1939) and

that these concentrates are almost completely

agglutinated by fowl virus-neutralising antibody

(Amies 1937). A clear differentiat-ion between

virus and fowl protein was also shown by Dmochowsk

(1948) when he observed that highly purified viru

gave no reaction with rabbit anti-fowl serum in

the complement fixation test. A reaction was

obtained between purified virus and anti-Rous

filtrate serum. Impurities due to normal fowl

protein, if present, could be accounted for by

contamination of the tumour mass with lymphocytes

blood and muscle tissue. By careful choice of

the tumour tissue, contamination with non-tumour

materiel can be kept very low and, as experiments

reported here have shown (Table IT), trypsin

treatment removes about 50* of the protein from

purified normal particulate preparations.

Hence, non tumour contaminants must be present

in very low amounts.

The Rous or Fujlnemi virus concentrates

then, consist almost exclusively of Rous or

Fujinerni material. The protein in them

Constitutes about 1.4 - 2.Of of the protein
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in the original extract of the lysed cells yet

retains practically ell the infectivity (fable

III). Furthermore, Shemin & Sproul have shown

(1942) that such purified virus particles

behave as 8 single homogeneous substance

electrophoi-eticslly. The ultra centrifuge
-

ensures that all the particles will be within a

certain size and density range. "Electron

microscope pictures of cruder preparations than

those employed here show the narrow limits of

particle size selected by a given procedure

(Howetson 1953). Measurements of virus from

washed cells of the Hous ascites tumour and the

cell free fluid have shown that from all three
•

sources, similar amounts of virus material give

a similar infective response in day old chicks.

Although virus from the washed ascites cells md

solid Hous tissue is probably contaminated with

small amounts of normal material from the host

cells present, the cell-free fluid virus is pro¬

bably very pure. It is unlikely that the norma".
'

cells undergo much breakdown during growth of

the tumour and practically ell the particles

present -in the fluid must be derived From the

tumour cells#
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A seoond objection might be raised about the

experiments reported here, namely that the

apparent variation in Infectivity is due to the

presence in the host of serum antibodies or

inhibitor to the virus. Such objections are

effectively dealt with by the experiments

summarized in Table VII. Old birds, which have
been shown to produce natural antibodies to Boas

( Duran-Beynals & Estrada 1940) and birds bearing

slow growing tumours were tested. Any antibody

or inhibitor present in the blood of these birds

was given every chance to make Its presence

known but in no case was there evidence of any

inhibition of virus activity. Whether there was

a reaction which was later broken up by high speed

centrifuging and trypsin treatment is not certain

from these results but past experience of the

Edinburgh Brown leghorn flock has always shown

them to be relatively free of natural antibodies

to neoplastic diseases.

The results indicate, therefore, that

although the amount of purified virus produced

by a tumour rams-ins constant, a variable

quantity of it is cajpabl
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response. In other words, the ratio "infective

virus"s "non infective virus" varies under

different conditions. This holds for Rous

sarcoma, Fujinam! sarcoma end erythromyeloblestio

leuoosis. For the letter disease, Fekert at al

found that the infectivity of the plasmas exhibit

ed e ran^e of et least 5 log^Q increments, while
the numbers of particles only varied from 0.1 x

10" - 7.2 x 10^ per ml.

If the mass of a Rous virus particle is
-16

taken as approximately 3.2 x 10 g (calculated
-6

for a sphere of radius 4.0 x 10 cm. and e

density of 1.3) then the yields of virus from

the tumours employed in these experiments turns
12

out to be approximately 1.4 x 10 particles per

g. of tissue. The most active tumour (th<-1
7

from a 22 day old chiok) yielded 10 infective

doses per g. (Table V). Therefore, the number

of particles required to initiate a tumour

response in this cose was of the order of 100,000

Similar calculations can be made for Fujinami

virus. These figures, however, are 8 minimum

and usually many more virus particles are

required for a minimum infective dose.
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Thie problem Is not peculiar to the fowl

tumours. As wee pointed out in the introduction

other filterable tumours such as the "hope,

papilloma require large numbers of partioles for

infection. Similarly, in the plant, animal and

bacterial virus fields, large amounts of non -

infective material are usually associated with

the virus end its production can be controlled

(Bawden % Pirie 1946, Card & von Magnus 1946,
Doermenn 1951, Fazekas do St. Groth & Grehem

1954). It is becoming increasingly obvious

in the study of viruses that muoh of the material

synthesized is not capable of infection although

it resembles virus in every other way. "he

reason for this, presumably, lies in the fact

that infectlvity is the last property with which

a virus particle becomes endowed before its

release from the cell. Any procedure which

upsets the normal pattern of virus synthesis

such as premature cell lysis results in the

release of nincomplete" virus. It is not

surprising, in view of the exclusive intracellular

growth cycle of a tumour virus, that it should
.

produce ouoh a large proportion of non-1nfeotive

material. Normally the virus never needs to
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become infective since it is passed from cell to

cell during mitosis. It is only by the purely

artificial procedure of releasing and titrating

the virus activity of tumour cells In the

laboratory that their v rus must exert its latent

capacity to infect. That this infective capacity

may be of use to the virus under natural conditions

has been shown (Johnston 1937, Csrr 1953c).

These authors observed the transmission of Rous

sarcoma by an insect vector. Other members of

the fowl lescosis series ensure their immortality

by passing through the egg to become manifest

later when host conditions are suitable.

In the fowl the experiments reported here

show that the ratio of "infective"t "non-infective

virus" is under the control of two factors, namely,

the age of the host end the rate of growth of the

tumour. The reduction in infeotivity of tumours

in old hosts has been noted by Buran-Heynels end

Preire (1953) while Cerr (1953b) reported reduced

infective virus yields from both old hosts end

slow growing tumours. The reduced activity with

age is a common observation for many other viruses

ely linked wTth the whole
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question of ageing, Preire and Buran-Reynsls In

8 series of publications concerned with virus

changes and ege (Pre ire Sr. Dursn-Reynels 1953»

Pre ire, Bryan and Duran-Reynels 1953) found that

virus from Hous tumours from old birds caused

significantly less metastasizing tumours than

did that from young birds. Old birds als^ have

a higher incidence of tumour regressions than

young. This latter observation finds confirmation

in Table VIII of the experimental results,

Evidently ageing causes other changes to take

place in the agent besides the loss of its

power of infectivity. The second factor

influencing virus infectivity might be explained

on the basis of its growth cycle. As already

mentioned in the introduction the Rous sarcoma

virus probably undergoes a multiplication cycle

in most respects similar to that of the

necrotizing viruses, end infeotivity is the lest

property acquired by the new particles upon

completion of their growth, "'he synthesis of

normal cellular components takes place during

the so-celled resting phase between mitoses and

this is greatly prolonged in slow growing tumours.
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Virus synthesis probably also occuirs during

this stage since it is most unlikely that

synthesis of any sort would be possible while the

cell is actively engaged in mitosis. In the

slow tumours, therefore, the stage during which

no infective virus is present would be prolonged,

resulting in e reduced yield.

"'hen the yields of purified virus are based

on cellular content of the tumour, the whole

of the foregoing disoueston still holds (Fable

XV), Now, however, it is clear that the two

types of filterable tumour, namely, Rous and

Fujinemi, contain very similar quantities of

virus. Rous gives 4,500 virus particles per cell,

while Fujinemi gives 4000. GRCH/16, on the

other hand, yields approximately 16,600 or 4

times as many particles per cell as th© filterable

ones. These particles are similar to those from

the filterable tumours in sigse, density, end

gross chemical composition but leek the property

of infectivity. It is obvious, therefore, that

infectivity does not depend on the greater

production of these cytoplasmic particulates end

the question erises whether or not the ORCH/16
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pertteles heve anything to do with the growth

of this tumour, Claude (1940, 1943) found

pert.teles in a variety of normal cells which

corresponded in size and chemical composition

to the Rous virus and similar findings have

been presented in this thesis (Table II).

Later, the electron microscope sho ed such

particles to exist in the cytoplasm of normal

fowl macrophages and the cells of the pancreas

and salivary glands. In the latter cells they

appear as filaments or sheets ( Delton, Kahler,

Stroibich end Lloyd, 1950; Bernhard, Oautier

and Oberling 1951) or in the form of tabes

(Pelade, 1952)• Their wide variation in

quantity, a property shared with the viruses of

avian sarcomas (also shown by electron microscope

studies) suggests that these particles are

capable of multiplication. A recent electron

microscope study of similar inclusions in ret

hepatoma cells (Oberling, Bemh-rd, Gautler

end Hagenau, 1953) shows that 'hey, too, present

very wide variations in the numbers of

perticl.es in the cytoplasm. Although no such

dete is yet available for the CRCH/16 tumour,
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there is every reason to believe that It would

present the same picture and that vigorous

multipliestIon of particles of this size range

is e common property of cells undergoing e high

rate of metabolism and protein synthesis.

Whether in the ease of tumour cells they are akin

to viruses (non-infective) is another matter and

one which must remain in the field of theory

until such time as proof of their genetics!

continuity is forthcoming. ^'idd (1946) presented

wh t might be called evidence in favour of virus-

like Qualtt'es of particulates from a non-

filterable tumour, the Brown-Pearoe tumour of

rabbits# He obta'ned a high molecular weight

protein which gave a specific complement fixation

reaction with the sera of rabbits previously

injected with cells or tumour extracts. If he

treated cells of the Brown-Pearoe tumour with

antiserum made from its extracts, it either grew

feebly or not at all when inoculated into rabbits.

Thus he was able to parallel soma of the

immunological experiments possible with virtus

induced tumours using a non-filterable tumour

end the results suggest a "masked" or "incomplete"

type of agent.
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The results presented here show that the

production of GPCH/16 particulates docs not

depend on the rote of growth of the tumour, no

significant differences appearing In the yields

when the tumours were divided Into slow and

fast growing types (*8ble XXI). Similarly, when

the age of the tumour bearing ho-t was varied, no

change occurred in the yield© of particulates.

These findings,then, hold for both the v*rus

induced and non-filterable tumour© so far stidled

in the fowl.

The second two sets of experiment© deal with

the properties of Pour sarcoma grown intraperiton-

esly as a cell suspension. '"'his type of growth

has been found useful in mice «nd rats. The

experiments describe the appearance of living

discrete cell© viewed by dark field illumination

&s well as fixed and stained preparations.

Hour sarcoma, like certain of the mouse

lymphomas and sarcomas, is readily convertible

Into en ascites tumour end, as such, produces

large quantities of peritoneal fluid containing

suspended round cells. It seems probable that

+his type of conversion does not depend on the
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eelection of round cells since when the tumour

invades the abdominal organs, the secondary growth

reverts to the normal spindle cell form immediately.

Moreover, virus or whole fluid, from the ascites

tumour, when inoculated intramuscularly, produces

© typical solid Hous sarcoma. Poljanski and

Tenenbaum (1941) have desert bed the reversible

transformation of the one type of Rous cell to

the other in tissue culture. Thus the Rous

sarcoma, in chickens, closely resembles S37

sarcoma and T2146 tumour in mice, both of which

have been, shown to form ascites tumours by

reversible adaptation (Lasnitski 1953)*

Results from the first ten passages of the

ascites tumour indicate that the cell-free

ascitic fluid contains infective virus to an

extent, roughly, of that contained in a 10f

extract of the cells. Similar observations-

have been made on the liquid exudate from

solid Rous sarcomas (Table Will). There are

various wa s in which the virus may be released

from the cells. In the first place, of course,

virus might be released upon neorosis and

disintegration of the cell. Secondly, there
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is the possibility that the filaments, which are

abundant even In fresh preparations of Hons

ascites fluid, may represent e method of ejecting

virus particles. A third possibility is that the

"bubbles" of particle-filled protoplasm which

have been observed breaking away from the cells,

may later disintegrate, releasing infective

virus particles. All of these phenomena occur

to s larger extent in the later stages of the

life of the cell than in the earlier ones. It

has already been shown by Carr (1953c) that, Hons

vir is, like other viruses end bacteriophages

undergoes a period of non-infectivity during the

early port of its multiplication cycle. It is

impossible, et the present time, to come to any

conclusions regarding the release of virus into

the fluid except that, in all likelihood, it

happens late in the, life of the cell and may

come about by any of the mechanisms noted.

One of the features of the ascites form of

tumour is the possibility of easily obtaining

tumour cells washed free of any impurities

clinging to their surfaces. It was thought that

here was en opportunity to prepare virus in the

moot pure form so far possible. Unfortunately,
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unlike the mouse ascites tumours, the Rous

sarcoma never reached e higher proportion of

tumour cells than 50$, However, measurements

were done and ere reported In Table XIX along

with virus yields from the cell-free fluid and

solid Rous sarcomas.

The amount of ''purified" virus in the fluid

is about 1/20 of that found in the washed cells.

This is sufficient to explain the fact that the

fluid usually exhibits only 107* of the infeotivity

of the cell contents. Unfortunately, the

sensitivity of the chick titration method for

virus infectivity, is not high enough to indioate

whether any real improvement has been made in the

yield of the infective virus either from fluid

or cells. So far the best titre of infective

g
virus from the ascites cells has been 10 M.I.I). *s

per g. pecked cells and this agrees with the

yield per g, of the solid tumour growing in

birds of the same age. In terms of dry weight

of virus material, this Infeoive titre was

given by 0.30 rag. "purified" virus for the

ascites tumour and 0.46 rag. for the solid

tumour. The best yield from ascitic fluid so
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far hep been 10 M.I.D. *s per ml. representing

0.013 rag. dry weight purif'ed virus. All of the

differences are inside the sensitivity range of

the infactivity titration method employed.

?/hen the yields of * otal virus material

per cell are considered, there does appear to be

a red otion in the case of the ascites tumour.
—o

This tumour contained 0.85 x 10 rug, per cell .

q
compered with 1.44 x 10' mg. per cell for the

solid tumour. Here, the problem arises of

contamination with non malignant cells. In the

ascites tumour only I of the cells appear to be

malignant, the remainder either lymphocytes,

leucocytes or connective tissue cells. In the

solid tumour, there are always variable amounts

of lymphoid, muscle end blood cells present.

It is, therefore, doubtful whether the virus

can be obtained in a more pure form from the

cells of the ascites variant than from the solid

form of "Rous sarcoma. If any improvement can

be looked for it is more likely to be found in

the fluid since presumably the normal cells

present would not be so likely to contribute

cytoplasmic particles to the surrounding fluid

as would the sarcoma cells.
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rxperiments on-the growth characteristics

of the ascites tumour are presented in the

final experimental sections. After the
I
{

Initial "latent* per'od required to establish

the tumour, the increase in cell number®

appears to follow the logarithmic law fairly

closely. this is in contrast to the mouse

ascites tumours Thrlich and MC1K (Klein &

Bevesz 1953), which shows a "die away"

tendenoy towards the end of their growth.

Various reasons may account for this difference.

Firstly, the Bous ascites t -rnour showed earlier

invasion of the interne1 organs -nd attached

nodules of tumour tissue were proliferating

after only 24 hours. By the 3rd day

infiltration of the peritoneum had begun

compared with about 5 days for the mouse

tumours. (Table XXII). Owing to the loose

texture of the Bous tumour, it Is very likely

that cells are constantly beina sloughed off

and added to the to"si cell count as determined

in these experiments. Therefore, even though

the discrete ascites cells were obv'ouely

undergoing active mitosis, the apparent

increase in numbers would be higher due to the



constant addition of These sloughed off cells#

Secondly, the mouse tumours were grown in'

hybrids of the original strains in which they

appeared end there is always the possibility

thst antibodies to these heterologous tumour

tissues may modify their growth in the letter

stages. The Rous tumour, on the other hsnd, by

virtue of its infective virus probably always

contains tumour cells derived from host cells

infected some time during its passage and its

growth is not so likely to be complicated by

these factors. It is likely that ascites

growth depends on the establishment of the solid

foci of growth first# It was found that

whenever an especially low yield of ascites cells

was encountered, the subsequent histology showed

e reduced tendency to tissue invasion.
*

,

mhe occurrence of well established nodules

of growth after 24 hours may seem unreasonable,

but the explanation is probably simole. The
k. y, ,".vr^„ .

Rous cells always have a tendency to aggregate

when in suspension and form small groups of cells

even in ascites fluid, which ts constantly being

agitated by the movements of the bird. ^hen
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removed from the bird end pieced in e test tube

or on b slide for examination it has often been

noted that aggregation takes place very quickly.

It is very likely, therefore, that when inoculated
.

into birds intraperitoneally. the cells tend to

collect and aggregate at suitable sites in the

abdominal cavity. The- peritoneum and the

irregular surfece of the pancreas seem to be

favourite sites since the first foci of growth

were always found in these localities.

Mitotic index measurements for both the

discrete cells end the solid invasions were not

very different and seem to justify the

assumption that all the cells in the ascites
. '• ' :■' ■.

fluid were capable of mitosis rnd at a. roughly

equivalent rate. ^he increase in cell numbers
■

with time, along with mitotic index

measurements should, therefore, give e
■

reasonable approximation to the true growth

rate of the free tumour cells. Certainly,

the means of the observed results fit very

closely the straight line calculated, even though

there was wide deviation in the Individuals*
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From this calculated line, approximate estimates

of the mean generation time and. mitotic time were

made (Table XXT). The mitotic time of 92

minutes is longer than that of the mouse tumours

so far studied (about 64 minutes) but is not

unreasonable. No previous data sre available

for ohicken sarcomas end the results observed

here must await confirmation. Hughes (1952)

quotes the mitotic time of normal chicken cells

as 34-52 minutes.

The growth of the Hous tumour intraperitonealy

recalls its behaviour in tissue culture. The

original fragment cultured in a plasma-embryonic
.

extract raed'um, soon gives rise to migrating cells.

Both spindle (fibroblast) and round (besophylllc)

cells together form a compact growing area which

then begins to liquify the plasma clot. The

cells split up end within 24 hours the original

fragment is surrounded by a large liquified area,

abounding In round cells (Tenenbeum 1943).

?enenb«urn and his co-workers, believe the round

end spindle cells to be different forms of the

seme mesenchyme cell end heve observed many
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The cell Itself, by its proteolytic powers, is

able to create the conditions required for Its

diversity of for®. Tt is very likely that the

intensive invasion of the normal tissues is

largely brought ebout by liquefaction of the

normal cell cement substance by the sarcoma

cells.

Taken as a whole, the experiments reported

in this thesis have added certain new facts

about the properties of virus induoed tumours

and confirmed others already known. It is

becoming increasingly evident that the tumour

vir see behave in almost all respects like those

of the necrotizing series. The main exception
|

appears to be in the end result of their

pathogenicity. That a tumour is not so very

different from certaIn effects caused by the

necrotizing types has already been discussed.

Proliferation of cells is common to both and the

tumour viruses certainly can, under suitable

conditions such as growth in e very young chick,

cause a heemorrhsgic disease reminiscent, in

its appe ranee, of a necrotic virus disease.
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efter ell constitute by far the vast majority

of cancers, remains to be fitted into the

pattern. As mentioned before, very few people

at the present time would go so far as to ascribe

all cancer to viruses. The occurence of

"incomplete" virus, the few examples of chemically

induced sarcomas becoming filterable and the

immunological pheno&e of the Brown-Pearce

carcinoma, of rabbits encourage the further

search for viruses in non-filterable neoplasms.

This field of cancer .research is open to a great

deal of exploration and the advent of new technique

such as the use of the electron microscope will no

doubt bring many new nd relevant facts to

incorporate into our present knowledge.
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Summery and Conclusions

il) The biuret reaction for protein has been

adapted for use in making estimates of the yields

of purified virus concentrates (isolated by

fractional centrifuge "lion and enzyme treatment)

from virus induced tumour® of the fowl. The
.

method can also be used for estimating

quantitatively the yields of similar but non-

infective particles from non-filterable tumours

and normal tissues. "Results ere comparable with'

those obtained with total nitrogen estimations
■

but the procedure is less tedious to perform.

It is fairly certain that all the protein in the

particles is involved in the reaction and this

enables the protein distribution to be followed

at various stages during the purification

procedure. It was found that trypsin treatment

removes 50-60* of the protein from the initial

extract and that the final purified concentrate
•

contains from 1.4* (Rous sarcoma) to 4.1*

( OPCH 16 sarcoma ) of the protein in the original

extrr ct.

(2) Purified virus yields from two filterable

earoom.-g, ana Fujlmml, sere
determined under a variety of growth conditions.

Infectivity titrations using day—old chicks "-ere
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elso done# 35 Hoas No. 1 sarcomas yielded on

average of 0.46 - .14 mg. virus per g. tumour
7

while the Infectivity varied from 0-10

minimum infective doses (M.I.D.* s) per g. tumour.

31 Fujinami seroomas Yielded 0.37 - .13 mg. virus

per g» tumour while the infectivity varied from
6

0-10 M.I.D.*s per g. tumour. No significant

differences in virus yields were found when the

tumours were arranged in groups of low, medium and

high infectlvity.

(3) ^he wide veric-.t on in infectivity wes not

due to the presence of naturally occurring anti¬

bodies or to induced antibodies in the host birds.

(4) Previous suggestive evidence that the

infectivety of Pour sarcoma is dependent on the

age of the host end the rate of growth of the

tumour was confirmed and found to apply also to

the Fujinsmi sarcoma. Fast growing tumours and

tumours from young hosts show an increased

infectivity over slow growing tumours end those

grown in adult hosts. It was concluded from

the resjlts that these controlling factors exert

their influence by altering the ratio of

infectives non infective virus rather than

altering the absolute amount of virus material

produced.
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(5) Extracts of GRCH/16 non-filterable sarcoma

purif'ed in the seme way as the virus concentrates
shoved a similar constancy of yield (4.65 - 0.99

mg/g. tumour). No significant differences arose

when the results were divided into groups

according to host age or growth rate. If these

particles are concerned with the growth of the

tumour, it is again apparent that there is no

alteration in the absolute amount of them.

(6) When recalculated on the basis of cell

counts, the yields of vir^s and cytoplasmic

particulates- from solid sarcoma tissue are as

followst Rous No. 1 — 1.43x 10 ^rag/cell ( 4500
_Q

perticles/cell), Fu.jinsml — 1.28 x 10 ^mg/cell

(4000 particles/cell), GRCK/16 - 5.33 x 10~9
mg/cell (16,600 particles/cell). Obviously a

high yield of particles of this type does not

imply a greater tendency to infeotivity.

(7) An ascites variant of the Rous No. 1

sarcoma has been established and so far carried

through more then 30 passages with 90? takes.

The ascites fluid is a pale yellow, viscous,

liquid containing approximately 10? cells, either

discrete or aggregated into small clumps. 50?
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of the cells ere round tumour cells, the

remainder lymphocytes, leucocytes and connective

tissue cells. The round, cells appeared in the

first passage of the tumour,

(B) After 10-14 days of growth 9»9f of the

cells contain 2 or more nuclei, 1,8f contain

pyknotic, fragmentary nuclei (keryorrhexis) end

1 .IT* are undergoing mitosis. Later experiments

shovred the latter to be a low figure seen at the

end or beginning of the growth period, A truer

figure for mitosis during the actively growing

phase is 3.Of. The m©ln reason for abnormal

mitosis appears to be failure of cell cleavage

after nuclear division,

(9) The tumour is highly invasive and the

second©ry growths revert immediately to the

normal spindle cell formation of a solid Bous

sarcoma. Similarly, when virus or cells from

the ascites tumour are transplanted intra¬

muscularly, e typical solid Bous sarcoma

res .tits. The ascites tumour, then, is a

readily reversible adaptation to a new

environment, When studied In more detail, the

establishment of small foci of solid growth is
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found to occur within 3 days after inoculation

of esoites fluid end precedes the logarithmic

phase of ascites growth. '."hen tumour invasion
of host organs was delayed, it resulted in a

poor ascites growth.

(10) Che cells of the ascites tumour oontein
—o

0.86 x 10 my. purified virus per cell compared
—Q

with 1.44 x 10 mg. per oell for the solid

tumour. The cell-free fluid contains 0.015 fflg.

per ml. Cell-free fluid exhibits the same,

or more often 1/10 of the infectivity of lysed

cells and this can be referred to the smaller

amount of virus material present. No improvement

in the yields of infective virus as detectable

by the dey-old chick, titration method has been

obtained from either washed cells or cell-free

fluid of the Rous ascites tumour when compared

with the solid "Rous No. 1 sarcoma. Rescript!one

of the ascites tumour cells in both living and

fixed, stained preparations ere riven in detail.

(11) A growth curve for the asoites tumour

was determined by inoculating 5-week old chickens
6

with 5.0 x 10 Rous cells intraperitonesly•

Groups of 2 or 3 birds were killed at various

intervals end the total number of tumour cells
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determined. An initial latent period of 4 days

was required to establish the tumour, during which

time some free tumour cells disappeared from

the abdominal cavity and small foci of solid h.ous

tissue appeared on the surfaces of the pancreas and

peritoneum#. Prom 4—13 days, the total free tumour

cell numbers increased logarithmically with iime•

By 13 days, all the birds had either been killed

or had died from the tumour#

(12) The mitotic index of the free cells rose

from 1.705 initially to s maximum of 3#35? on the

10th day after which it fell rapidly to 1*505 by

the 13th day. That of the invading solid tissue

rose from 1#0? to 3*855 on the 6th day after which

it fell to 2.505 at the end of the growth period.

(13) Using the calculated regression line for

the logarithmic phase of growth, a mean generation

time of 38 hours was found for the free ascites

tumour cells and a mitotic time of 92.1 minutes.

(14) Finally, the results of the experiments

end their implications are discussed from the

standpoint of their elucidation of the

multiplication of tumour viruses.
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